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You hold in your hands the first Collegian of a new century in MLC’s history. This year, we’ve taken a more modern
approach, using 100 per cent recycled paper and cover shots photographed by students, to celebrate the next chapter
of the College’s history. This could not have occurred without many hours of hard work by students, teachers and
operational staff alike.
To echo the words of previous Collegian editors, it has not been easy. There have been obstacles along the way, from
choosing a design, to coaxing articles, even collectively making it to scheduled meetings!
This publication involved collaboration by the indispensable Collegian committee members, English teachers and
Public Relations Officer Dionne Tindale, in addition to many students and other staff. Through this collaboration,
we have successfully documented the many memories created throughout the College in 2008.
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The writers came through for us and
delivered some fantastic articles. We are proud to publish
professional standard articles written by our
students and we encourage you to
appreciate their efforts and talents.
Thanks and congratulations go to the Collegian Committee for its inspired ideas and commitment to the task at hand.
As a result of your hard work and determination, we were able to bring our ideas to life. The support and dedication of
our teachers, Dr Keam, Ms Ozitch and Mrs Tuchaai, was gratefully appreciated, and their lively presence at our meetings
will be remembered.
We also thank our graphic designer, Delphie Dib-Milston, for translating our ideas into wonderful designs, and a very
. big thank you to Dionne, who has done so much to produce this Collegian-, you were our lifeline when things got stressful,
and your creative insight, organisation (and little treats) has made working on the Collegian Committee a joy.
We wish the 2008 Leavers the very best for the future, and hope that through this, their final year book, they will
remember fondly their days at MLC.
Now, sit back and enjoy the memories and proud achievements documented in the 2008 edition of the Collegian.
Sonya Chm ond SavatM B/lc/ch, Colix'gmn Em'tors
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This year may not have been so hectic with celebrations, but our 101st
year has been a good example of what now is ‘normal’ at MLC. The word
‘changing’ best describes our educational strategy as we adapt and evolve
to keep pace with the world our students will lead in the future.
Some of the most significant changes and developments during 2008 have
been in the girls in each year group and class. At the very core of our reason
for existing as a school is the growth and development of our students. There
is no event more significant than this and it happens in a similar but unique
way each and every year.
There have been significant developments in staffing with the growth
and development of the teaching and learning teams in the Junior School,
the new Middle School teams, and the Departments in the Senior School,
especially those with new staff members.
Finally, we have continued to develop our physical resources with the
expected completion at the end of 2008 of the Middle School building,
which will add an additional 30 per cent of new teaching facilities to the
campus. We have also seen the installation of state-of-the-art Information
Communication Technology in many classrooms, the air conditioning of
the Sumner Building and numerous smaller projects to improve teaching
and learning spaces.
Most importantly, the College has maintained its warm and friendly
atmosphere for the students, and the students and their parents report that
overall, the school is a great place to be. We are forward looking and aim to
continue to improve, however the MLC experience for the vast majority of
girls is a positive experience and students are happy and enthusiastic to attend
school. This is no mean feat. Generally at MLC, students are happy and safe,
learning is interesting and challenging, and the staff are proud of what they
achieve, in partnership with parents, to educate our young girls to mature
into young adults. We are all very thankful for God’s blessings that at MLC
in 2008, all continues to go well.
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Some say that 2008 saw Methodist Ladies' College return
to normal after the festivities of the Centenary.
However, on careful reflection this is impossible as the
College has changed so much that a return
to pre-centenary days is not feasible.
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PROMCTHeaNS
This year, Prometheans heard about a wide range of topics, from people including
a peace activist, humanitarian and a 2020 Summit participant. We heard the perspective
of a criminal defence lawyer, the journey of a refugee and we developed an insight into
the nature of masculinity. We were also visited by a former Premier of our State. For
more details about the Prometheans, see the report on Page 96.

SociaL Services
Each year I am encouraged by the generosity of our community in supporting
those in need, whether contributing by way of a food fair, donut eating competition,
clothing collection, knitting or just giving spare change in the Cafe. Through our
giving, we show the compassion of Christ towards others.
This year, Social Services work was largely focused overseas in Ethiopia and
Vietnam, while local projects supported Indigenous aid, refugees and the poor.
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College Sunday and a Free Dress Day sponsored a new
school in Ethiopia with Hope for Children ($5,400).

•

Pancake Day morphed into ‘Donut day’ for Trinity
Youth Options - helping teenage mothers ($500).

•

Harmony Day - raised funds towards the Vietnam
service tour.

•

During Social Services Week, funds and goods were
collected for the Vietnam Service Tour (about $10,000).

•

Prefects organised a Sporting Shoes collection
for refugees.

•

Year 12 Prefects raised funds through Walk the Rope
to support Indigenous education ($500).

•

Clothes collected during Social Services Week went
to the Good Sammies.

•

Love Angels fundraising sought to spread the love in our

Change jars in the Cafe contributed to sponsoring
our World Vision children ($345).

•

{
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communities.
Money raised through Free Dress Day contributed to
Beyond Blue ($500).

See also the Amnesty International article on Page 5>6forfurtherfundraising evettts held this year.

Middle School
For the Great Knit sponsored by Middle School, more than 600 knitted squares went to Anglicare for blankets for those
in need during winter.
• Year 9 Troy supported a World Vision child through

• Athens 9.1 contributed to the campaign Drive-thru Jock
Depot for Perth’s homeless this winter.

holding a cake stall ($250).
• Year 8 collected for Burma during Term 2 via the
National Council of Christian Churches.

• Year 8 raised $1500 for a well in Afghanistan,
via Tear Fund.

• At Christmas time, food and presents were gathered from Year 7 and 8 s and staff and sent to Wesley Mission.

Tho Yahues COLOUR
Community service develops resilience, courage and understanding about life.
At every stage of our lives, we should each be able to make a voluntary contribution
to better our society. The new Values Colour is awarded to students who conduct
community service hours above that which is required by WACE. To achieve a
Values Colour, Senior School girls must carry out 60 hours of service, while Middle
School students carry out 30 hours for a half colour. Girls this year have worked in
organisations such as Lady Lawley Cottages, for the local vet, or conducting surf
patrols and many MLC girls give their time and service to community organisations.
ReveiteND Anns Wright, Csanxiin

E<2CH YeaR I AM eNCOURCIGCD BY
THe Gf?N£?R£?SZTY
OF OMR COMMMN/TY ZN
SWPPORTZNG THOSO ZN NO£D.
ReveRt'ND Annc Wright,
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Social Services Week included a clothing
drive for the Good Samaritans, a bake sale by the School's
Amnesty International group and a dress-up day to
raise money for Beyond Blue, a national initiative offering
help and hope to youths suffering depression.
Blasts from the past seemed to be the recurring theme for this year’s free
dress days, with the dress up theme being ‘childhood characters’. The girls
approached the topic with great enthusiasm; childhood television, book
and film characters filled MLC, from Teletubbies to Three Musketeers and
Pocahontas. The School raised $500 for Beyond Blue from the event.
Many thanks to MLC staff, students and families; without your help,
participation and donations, these Social Service activities would never have
been so successful.
As Social Services Prefects, we could not have asked for a more enthusiastic
and supportive Executive, so thanks to Kate Dixon, Brittany Whitehead and
Geneva Atkinson for making our final year so smooth and efficient. Thanks
also to Reverend Wright and Mr Nguyen for your help and guidance
throughout the year.
Sonyci Cm/ and Aweua Meaaes, Social. Services Prcfccts
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This years social service events began with Donut Day, which replaced the
usual Pancake Day. Not only were donuts sold and eaten, but donut-related
activities were organised, with varying degrees of success; eating a donut hanging
from a string is far harder than it seems, as students and staff soon discovered.
The traditional MLC versus Christ Church Grammar School eating
competition was a flurry of excitement, with cream and general chaos everywhere.
The contest ended with the Christ Church boys crowned as the ‘Donut Kings’.
The battle was messy and fun, and was held in the name of charity.
Harmony Day was a blast from the past, with the entire school reliving the
1960 s themes of love and peace through the ‘hippy’ dress-up theme. Girls from
Junior, Middle and Senior School contributed to the International Food Court
held on the Great Court at lunch time, to the accompaniment of multicultural
music. The day was a great chance for the girls to taste delicious food from
throughout the world and to appreciate harmony.

{youth worker}
During my second year as the Youth Worker
at MIC, a lot has happened as we
continued to live out the Christian ethos
showing compassion, love and tolerance
towards one another, and provided an avenue
for girls to explore God's abundant love.

{ you{;fi worker

During the Term 1 school holidays, about 20 of us attended the Youth Alive
State Camp and Term 2 brought State Youth Games, a sports camp in Bunbury.
In the July holidays, 23 girls from Years 11 and 12, accompanied by four staff,
travelled to Vietnam for the school’s inaugural service trip. We made many
orphans smile and memories of the experience will last forever.
On the College campus, we continued to show the love of God through
our actions as a close-knit community. On the Great Court on Tuesday
mornings, girls served free pancake breakfasts to their peers as a way of
expressing thanks for their commitment to sport and music at the College.
With the help of local ministers, West Coast Youth, a fellowship initiative held
on Friday nights, provided a safe and Christian-based environment for all
youth from the Western Suburbs let their hair down after a hectic school week.
Every Thursday after school during Bible Studies, girls from the College
considered topics such as stress, peer pressure, alcohol, community service
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and love, and in 2008 we heard inspirational testimonies during Chapel and
enjoyed musicians play on the Great Court.
B/nh Nguy«n, CoLLeae Youth Worker

Youth Grout
Youth Group is held every Friday fortnight for MLC girls and youth from
the Western Suburbs to gather and worship God. The night begins with an
introduction by Mr Nguyen and some praise and worship. Youth Group has
its own band from West Coast Youth church and Mrs Grubb usually sings with
them. We listen to talks about strengthening our faith and we play games to
further our understanding of a verse from the Bible. Then we discuss the issue
of the night. This is followed by free time in which we play games such as
foosball, ping pong, x-box, air hockey and Play Station 3. After having an
awesome time, at 9 o’clock it’s time to pack up and go home.
CrissflNDRO Boddy ond Mime Hilton,

YeaR 8

Stow Youth Gcmes
Over the mid-term break in June, MLC arrived at the State Youth Games.
We participated in activities such as ten pin bowling, netball, ultimate frisbee,
basketball, dodge ball, badminton, lawn bowls, beach volleyball and even
fishing, and there were also scrabble and chess tournaments. We strived to
heights, and reached the finals at badminton. To wind down, we enjoyed
a Christian concert. Friends and faith inspired by the State Youth Games
will last a lifetime. We know we will be back next year to experience the good
times all over again.

Eusa TRuvaauoNe, Y«!r 12

B/BLfi Studws
Every Thursday after school,
there is Bible Studies at MLC.
A group of around a dozen Middle
School girls meets with Miss Dee,
Mrs Grubb and Mr Nguyen for
Bible Studies once a fortnight, with
the Senior School girls catching up
during alternate weeks. Whilst
studying the Bible, everyone has a
great time talking, eating snacks and
thinking of ways to show God’s love
to the world. Bible Studies helps girls
to develop the confidence to open up
about things and share experiences
about life and God in a close and
trusting environment. Bible Studies
also helps MLC girls to connect
more with God, develop new
friendships with fellow students
and have lots of fun!
Ashl«'gh Koruui. YeaR 8
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For the 23 Year 11 and 12 students and four staff
members of the inaugural Vietnam sendee tour, Wednesday
2 July marked the beginning of two unforgettable
weeks in Vietnam.
During our stay, we visited three cities from Hanoi in North Vietnam to
Hue, and finally to the cosmopolitan Ho Chi Mhin City in the south. Our
adventure was designed to ‘spread the love’ to the amazing children of Vietnam.
Although there was plenty of time for sight seeing (including the beautiful

Mamie KameaieaseR-Bais.eY, Yean 12
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Halong Bay, the tomb of Ho Chi Mhin, the War Remnants Museum and the
Cu Chi Tunnels used by the Viet Cong,) there was lots of work to be done.
However, it never seemed like work, in fact many of us wished we’d done
more. We took the girls from the orphanage in Hue to a hot springs water
park, where none of them had ever been before, we renovated the Disabled
Centre, and held a tiny baby that had been left in a rubbish bin in Ho Chi
Minh City. All the experiences opened our eyes.
At times the tour was physically hard, and at other times, it was
emotionally draining, however our journey gave us a new perspective on
the privileged lives we lead.
We arrived with suitcases bulging with toys, clothes, toothbrushes, stationary
and an array of gifts generously donated by the MLC community, and we
returned home with hearts filled to the brim with the memory of smiles.
Many thanks to Miss Dee, Mrs Poulton-Raas, Ms Lussick and especially
Mr Nguyen for malting this trip possible, and to all the tour participants I know you’re all heroes!

mm
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Junior
School,
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Head of
School
It was with great joy that Mrs Dickson informed me she
was expecting a baby, and the Junior School community
waited with great expectation for the baby’s arrival. The
joyous occasion of Emmerson Johnena Dickson’s birth
seems to have typified 2008 - it has been a year of
celebration and renewal, new and exciting events, and
learning and commitment.
The year began with three additional classes, and with
more than 120 new girls in the Junior School, the MLC
spirit continued to thrive.

j
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This year we have focused on four values
which epitomise the Junior School:
Respect We teach the girls to be considerate of others, to understand we don’t all have to be the same and to be
tolerant of other cultures.
Individuality Creativity and excellence drive the Junior School program; whether in Mathematics, Music, Art, Dance,
Language or Sport, our girls strive to reach their individual potential.
Courage Our ANZAC Day assembly service had the theme ‘courage’ and throughout the year, the virtues of selfdiscipline, purposefulness, moderation, assertiveness, loyalty and truthfulness were emphasised.
Community Community is important in our Junior School, whether in the classroom or between parents, teachers
and the school. Our girls have shown compassion, care, service, generosity and helpfulness for others, with their support
of community organisations.
It was with sadness we farewelled the following members of our teaching community: Peggy Hutchinson, Sue Cole,
Lilian Start, Donna Cianciosi, Sue Hales, Rochelle Elliot and for one year, Jo Blair and Averil Brunacci. For the teachers
and students who are leaving our community, I hope you will keep in contact.
We welcomed Louise Kennedy, Ruth Jones, Pip Dafforn-Smith, Julissa Shrewsbury, Helen Beaton, Linda Gore, Jocelyn
Stopforth, Amelia Burnett, Nicole Brown, Margot Teusner, Jane O’Sullivan, Paul Birch and Deborah Bourke into our community.
I acknowledge the wonderful support of our parent community, particularly the CSA coordinators whose dedication
and commitment is invaluable at Barclay events such as the disco and pyjama movie night.
To the Year 6 girls; a new pathway beckons. You have embraced the role of leadership within the Junior School and
have been inspirational leaders. Remember your Junior School years, as they have helped shape the person you will
become. As one school year draws to a close, a new year awaits.
MicHaet. Brown, Acting

\ieao of Jum'or School

I ACKNOWLEDGE THE WONDERFUL SWPPORT OF OilR PARENT
COMMMN/tY, PARTICULARLY THE CSA COORDINATORS WHOSE
DEDZCATZON E/ND COMM/TMENT is ZNVALZ/ABLE AT BARCLAY EVENTS
Si/CH AS THE DZSCO AND PYJAMA MOVZE NZGHT.
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Kindy B
What does ‘Kindy’ mean to you?

Alyssa - Feeding the wombat carrots, painting, drawing and playing
in the rainforest with all the snakes. Ananyna - Being with my friends and
being kind and sharing toys. ANeesm - Playing outside with my friends.
Asia - Playing in the rainforest because it is so special and I like the snakes.
Daky -1 love the rainforest. It makes me feel happy when I'm playing in
there. Playing outside and being kind to each other. D<?jah - Playing in the
rainforest. Kindy is so much fun! Ella - I like being in the rainforest - it is
cosy and I like being under the flowers. Kyra - It's good! I like playing
with my friends and drawing. Laura - It is fun playing in the rainforest.
At Kindy, I sit on the mat and cross my legs and put my hands in my lap.
Lucy - Having fun! Learning things and having lots of friends. Saying
goodbye to your mum and dad at the start of the day. Mana - Playing
with friends; everybody is friends and we are all nice to each other. Maya Playing in the rainforest because it is so pretty with lots of colours.
Micnaeta - Being with my friends. Playing in the rainforest because there
are lots of colourful things in there. R;ddi« - Sharing, doing the stations and
playing with my friends. S/eNA - Sharing. Playing in the rainforest is fun.
Kindy makes people laugh! Sof/a - Playing play dough and painting. I love
doing everything!" Stella - Playing with my friends, going in the rainforest,
playing outside, doing work and reading books.
There was lots of laughter and smiles when the two Kindy classes and
Pre Primary had an Olympics Day. The children dressed up to represent a chosen
country. We made flags and torches, and ate food from different cultures.

Our class read Diary of a Wombat by Jackie French. The children worked
in a group to count out the correct number of carrots to feed the wombat
according to the daily feeding chart. The activity encourages counting and
using numbers in a real life situation.
Aueiia Barnctt, TeacHeR of KuNDCRGaRTeN B
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Easter Party
To celebrate Easter in Term 1, we held a party for the Early Years Learning
Community. Each class was responsible for the planning and preparation of
food, drinks, decorations and costumes. We had a class discussion to decide
which things we were going to make for the party. Miss Mason showed us

I—I

some cook books which gave us some fantastic ideas. Our class made Easter
egg fairy bread, mini pizzas, an Easter garland and Easter bonnets.
A very special visitor came to join our party... the Easter Bunny!
He brought each of us an egg and gave us a big cuddle. He helped us hunt
for the eggs which he had hidden earlier. We collected our eggs in special
baskets. It was very exciting.

Daily fitness running competition
}

We have enjoyed competing in the Barclay House running competition

jo ilin f

as part of our daily fitness program. When we first began, we could only run
two laps of the oval, but now we can run four laps. That means we can run
1400m! For every lap we run, we put a teddy bear in the bucket. When we

j'loogpS

get back to our classroom, we count the teddy bears. Our biggest number
of teddy bears was 59. We Love it when the teachers join in with us. Mrs
Gore chases us to make us go faster and Miss Mason holds our hands to make
a running caterpillar. Mrs Stopforth cheers us on.

Heather Lamont Day — Fairy Queen Caroline
We had a special visit from Fairy Queen Carotine to help us celebrate
Heather Lamont Day. Everyone dressed up in their fairy wings and wands,
tMk?

even the teachers! Fairy Queen Caroline taught us to dance and sing lovely
songs. Fairy Queen Caroline loves to tell stories. She told us one about her
friends who live in the forest. We were given a magic wishing stone to help
make sure our wishes are heard by the fairies. She sprinkled us with fairy
dust and we wished with all our might!
Meiissa Mason, TeacHeR of KiNDeRGORTeN M
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Pre Primary
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Gecko Theatre Company
As part of the Heather Lamont Day celebrations in Term 2, we enjoyed
a visit from Barking Gecko Theatre Company, a Western Australian group which
produces inspirational and provocative theatre for young audiences. The
Company members improvised, using masks, to explore a range of expressions
and emotions. The girls were taught how to use their bodies to reflect a
character's feeling of sadness, happiness, anger or joy. After playing with
masks, the girls used a variety of different media to create masks of their own.
An abundance of glitter was compulsory and much fun was had by all!

The Three Little Pigs

{looijpg .ioilinf

The girls read and re-tell a range of stories in Pre-Primary. In Term 3,
they re-enacted the story The Three Little Pigs using masks they had painted
and cut. The houses made of straw, sticks and bricks were also painted and
decorated at the collage table. A cross-curricular approach is taken to
enhance the integration of phonics, numeracy and inquiry. The girls learnt
about the 'th' and 'ch' blend in words when reading and writing and the
concepts of'heavy' and Tight', discussing which materials the three little
pigs found to be heavier/stronger or lighter/weaker when constructing their
houses. Open-ended tasks allowed the girls to test these materials for
themselves. They had tremendous fun!

T echnology and Enterpri5e,5ociety and
Environment and Health:5un Safety
In Term 2, our Inquiry Topic was Wild Weather. The girls enjoyed
presenting weather reports to their friends, referring to a map of Australia
on the interactive whiteboard. The girls kept weather diaries and recorded
temperatures using a thermometer. Whilst discussing high and low
temperatures, the girls learnt about suitable clothing to be worn to protect
themselves against the elements. They designed their own sun hats, sketching
them and then writing down materials needed. After using equipment and
materials safely and creatively to make their quality product, the girls assessed
the outcomes of their designs in relation to sun safety, by completing a simple
appraisal of their design. The results were outstanding!
JaNe O’SMLu’vaN, TeacHeR of PRe Prjmory
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Year I
Why l Love Year I
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Mai Bwwn - You do Maths and get certificates and we love Mrs Chrystal and
MLC. Nothsho We get to see Mrs Chrystal's kids and we get to see Cinnamon.
We get to play games and we love Mrs Chrystal. CaamJe We learn Maths and
English. We learn new things everyday and we get to read hard books.
Cahtin- My best thing in the class is the rainbow broom and I love going to
Assembly. I love seeing new kids and I love going to school. Britney - We learn
new things every day and read books. I like to be a Happy Helper and I also
enjoy Maths. At assembly I like to get merit certificates. Charlottc - Because
we get the rainbow broom and certificates and we read books and I love having
free play and going on the computer. TTiylor I love reading books on the shelf
and making new friends. I love everything in Year 1. Eliza We get certificates
and we like to see Pip. We like to play games and draw on the board. We read
books. We love Year 1. JaoQHCUNc - We learn different things every day and we
have free play and sometimes we play Hands up Hands Down and we learn
Maths. Karsev I love how Mrs Chrystal helps me and I like seeing her kids.
I love to do hard work and play Hands up Hands Down. I love being with my
friends. Sarnia - We do Maths and read books. We have free play and we get to
run around the oval. We get to see Pip and Cinnamon and do Dance and Sport.
Masx -1 like running around the oval and I love writing. Tfepy -1 like Twiggies
Time and learning about energy. I like writing and reading stories, running
around the oval, and swimming and dancing. Amy - We play games and do
Maths every day. We get certificates at Assembly. We learn new things. HflRRi'er
We love quiet time and certificates. We love all teachers. We love MLC. Jessica
-We learn new things every day. I love getting certificates.
I like running around the oval. M<?c - We love writing, games and Mrs Chrystal.
JuiJa We get to see Mrs Chrystal's kids. We get to do Maths and Dance. We like
seeing Mrs Chrystal every day. Au'x - Every day we get to read and change
groups and get a new partner. We love to play games. We do Maths and get
certificates. Eva -1 like seeing Mrs Chrystal's kids. I like reading stories and
I like to get Cinnamon. I like getting certificates and running around the oval.
Rodos -1 love doing Twiggies time, Maths and English. We like it when our
seeds grow. We like Cinnamon Bear, the Rainbow Broom, Drama and games.
Bwdgct We love quiet time, the stories Mrs Chrystal reads and Twiggies time.
I love reading and writing stories and drawing.
JaNe Chrystol, TeacHeR of Yeas. 1
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Year 2
w

e entered the Mathematics TaLent Quest competition. Our project was about
3D shapes. We learnt about the Great Pyramid of Giza and we made Stonehenge and
The Taj Mahal out of 3D shapes. We won first prize in the State.
veryone loved spending time with their Year 8 buddies. The first thing we
did with our buddies was scrapbooking. It was so much fun. We also made felt
needle books with our buddies. That was fun as well!
L aughing is what we did lots of when Constable Care visited our school. The

E

puppets were very funny. We learnt to stop, look, listen and think when crossing
the road. We also learnt to get off your bike or scooter before crossing the road.
O ur tummies were happy with our healthy lunches. We made healthy
sandwiches and muffins in the Senior School kitchen. We had fun placing
different types of food on our giant healthy food pyramid.
isiting the Perth Concert Hall, we learnt about the different groups that
instruments belong to. We played imaginary instruments along with the
orchestra. We liked the string and percussion instruments best.
very morning we sing our good morning song. Sometimes we rap it.
'Thinking Thursday' is our favourite day. We all have to put our thinking caps on.
We have a song for handwriting too.

V
E

i ippee for computers! Typequick teaches us to type fast. Mathletics helps
us learn about plus, take away and times tables. Word Shark helps us learn new
words and Number Shark helps us learn ways with numbers.
veryone had a turn at being a 'Little Ray of Sunshine.' We did jobs like
taking the lunch orders, being line leaders and collecting the awards at

E

assembly. We told special news at the end of the week and we sat in a circle and
gave the 'Little Ray of Sunshine' compliments.
crobatics was one of the exciting activities we did on Heather Lamont
Day. A music teacher also spent time with our class. She taught us a song and
we used boom whackers. We performed a beautiful dance on stage. At lunch we
got a special treat.
R ome, Olympia, Sparta, Troy and Corinth all tried really hard, but Athens

JO ilin f
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won the swimming carnival. We had the best day. People cheered really loudly
and sweated in the heat. It was nice to swim in the cool pool.
i wo Way Conferences happened early in Term 3. We shared our portfolios
with our parents and they had to choose their favourite piece of work. We set
goals and showed our parents our stories on the computer.
e celebrated the 2008 Olympics. We enjoyed learning about the history
of the Olympic Games and the Beijing Olympic mascots. We've created our own
Olympic events and researched interesting facts about countries that
participated in the Olympics.
O ur assembly items were great. We boot scooted to the song 'Home Among

w

the Gum Trees' and performed a play about book characters in another assembly.
We all dressed up as different book characters.
Yeart 2 stmd£nts
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Year 3J
Hills Forest
"'PI

We went to Hills Forest to learn about Aboriginal culture. We got a spear
or digging stick and went hunting and we saw two kangaroos. We also
danced and sang. We made a hand print on cloth and made jewellery out
of gum nuts. We heard interesting stories. Then we went back to school on
a double-decker bus.
Mia, SasKia, Olivia, Neve and Emily

w

Buddies
We have been paired up with Year 8 students who are in the same House.
We have done some wonderful things together. We made felt needle books
with buttons and other accessories. We also took photos around the school
and we made a beautiful page with them using stickers and glitter glue. We
had a party and our buddies provided lovely food!
As.aBei.ui, Cumoia, Ehise, Liui and CLAiRe Ivey

*SsrSji|r
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5nowy

I

Snowy is a toy snow Leopard. She goes home to someone's house every
weekend. The person who takes Snowy home gets a bag which contains a
folder, textas, pencils and erasers to draw Snowy and write about what they
did with her. Some people make jewellery, such as necklaces, bracelets and
other pretty things. We all love Snowy!
KeeLY, MeoaNe, Lisa and Issy

'|ootjp§ loilinf
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Money Makes The World Go Round
Nit-

)

We did a project on money in Maths. We fundraised for the Make A Wish
Foundation, which raises money to grant wishes for children with lifethreatening illnesses. We made and sold friendship bracelets and lucky dips
for $2 each. We raised $529. Five Lucky dips contained cards which said,
'No Homework for a Week' and the winners didn't have to do homework for
a whole week! We made friendship bracelets with different designs. We entered
the project in a State competition and were given 'Highly Commended'!
Fallyn, Atex, Simon?

and

Clair? Maloney

World Of Energy
The World Of Energy came to MLC to work with the Year 3's. We learnt
about the different forms of energy like heat, electrical, stored, chemical,
sound, movement and wave. We also made circuits and played a game where
we pretended to be parts of circuits. We made a bell ring as we passed by,
but if the wires broke, the bell wouldn't ring.
LAWRfiN, Grac?, Natasha, Mika?la

and

Paris
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On THe

Year 3ft

wciy bock to school

from

Sc/toch we
SONG SONGS.

Claremont Library
In August, the Year 3's walked to Claremont Library in steaming hot
weather. We listened to a story teller tell us interesting tales using a piece
of string. The stories were hilarious. The best part was when we got to have
a go at some of the tricks. We really enjoyed our visit to Claremont Library.
Shannon Blott, Madison Coleman, Lacy Fong, Nino Kolnik

and

mSHH

Kira Fields

Fire Truck visit
In April, Olivia's dad, Mr Jones, came to school with his fire truck to tell
us about the job of a fireman. He showed us the Jaws of Life, the masks and
we sat in the driver's seat and used the fire hose. Mr Jones talked about how
fire fighters get people out of burning buildings and cars, and he showed us
the equipment used to rip off rooves and doors to rescue people. We talked
about fire safety in the house.
Lucie Anderson, Samantha Blundell, Rachel Lav;n, Hannah Potts and Georgia Sykes

Scruffy

QOLlpg joilinf
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Scruffy is the 3R classroom pet. He has his own bag with textas, pencils,
stickers, glue and a book that we write and draw in. Scruffy lives in our
classroom during the week and then spends the weekend with the person who
gets picked out of the box. On Monday, we bring him back to class and we talk
about what Scruffy did on the weekend. He always comes back with wonderful
tales of his busy weekend. We love sharing our weekend with Scruffy.
Claudia Barlette, Elise Christom, Siizie Han, Rachel Osborne and Ellie Skrastin

Day Camp
In February, we had our Year 3 Day Camp. It was a chance for us to get
to know the new girls. Our first activity was a donut race. Awesome! Other
activities included the spider web, a foot-connecting activity, and an activity
with a bucket of water and a turkey. We had an excellent day!
Madeline De Silva, Ali Edgar, Rachel Gower, Olivia Jones and Mimi-Jo Spencer

5citech
The Year 3 students went to Scitech in September to learn about
electricity. We went to see Batteries Not Included. It was about an evil alien
which was trying to steal all the electricity from earth. It was scary! After the
show we went to Kings Park for lunch and a play. It was a fun but tiring day!
Simona Dunn, Lauren Fletcher, Amara Milambo and Gabrielle O’Brien.
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Year UH
The Most Memorable Moments in UH
1. Going on an excursion to the Hills Forest Discovery centre.
2. Performing fractured fairy tale plays for our buddies.
3. Making interesting masks to demonstrate Asian cultures.
Josephine Dmnn, Avila Den Oiiden, Coiirtney McVeigh and Claire Morrison

Pre-Primary Buddies
In Term 1 we met our Pre-Primary buddies. We asked them lots of
questions. During Term 2, we performed a funny play for our buddies and
they really enjoyed it. In Term 3 we made our buddies a Dreamtime story and
helped them do Mathletics. It was really nice getting to know our buddies.
Zoe Word, Emily Singleton, Brianna Afiat, Alexandra Ash

Outdoor Education Day and Overnight Camp
In February, all the Year 4's had an overnight camp so we could get to
know one another better. We did lots of different activities at the river, and
in the pool and the hall. We set up our tents inside Hadley Hall and we
enjoyed the Junior School disco and picnic with our parents. It took some
of us a long time to get to sleep in our tents!
Sophia Mitchell and Izzy Barns.

Inquiry Topics
{ }ooyp§ jo ilin f

}

Our first topic was Alt About Me, so we could learn more about the new
girls, and our second topic was Disasters. We used our research skills to
make a PowerPoint slide show about a particular disaster. Our final topic
was Energy and the World of Energy came to MLC and told us about different
types of energy. We made circuit boards and skill-testers.
LauRa Bonner, Chiara Ma, Eliza Snellgrove, Josefina Gcirzci.

Heather Lamont Day
On Heather Lamont Day we participated in many different fun activities
and games. We decorated t-shirts and performed on stage. We also decorated
a box using paper quilling and we performed circus acts. After all the
excitement, we performed House singing.
Mod/ Nelson, Matilda Pritchard, Louisa Gregson, Jessie Radloff, Tyler Ronaldson

Our Favourite Excursion
We went to Hills Forest to learn more about Aborigines. Our favourite
activity was hunting a toy kangaroo. We really enjoyed the excursion and
thought it was funny when the parrots ripped the tissue box apart!
Jemma Fortmann, Sarah Gill, Shannon Ma, Maddic Owens, Lhio Vernon.
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YearUK
Buddies

We were truly excited when Miss Kennedy told us that we were going
to have buddies from the Year 1 class. Our job was to visit our buddies every
now and then, and to take care of them. One of the things we did with our
buddies was to tell stories. Our buddies were like our little sisters.
Ahicia, Bea, Kote, Rosie, Chloe

Excellent Excursions and Year U Camp
We began Year 4 with a day of fun activities followed by a disco and
overnight sleepover in tents in Hadley Hall. Camp was a great opportunity
for the Year 4's and their teachers to get to know each other. During Term 2,
the Year 4 classes went to Hills Forest. We learned a lot about Aboriginal
culture. Later in the term, Scitech brought a blow-up Space Dome to teach
us about Space. In Term 3, the World of Energy came to MLC. We learned
about the digestive system and different types of energy.
Tonn/th, Moody, Noom;, SophIe N, Freyo, Groce, T/lly, Florence

Heather Lamont Day
We began the day by performing a drama activity, followed by a circus
school workshop in Hadley Hall. During the workshop, we learned circus
tricks and then performed them for our classmates. After that, we went back
to our classroom to do paper quilling with Mrs Doherty. After lunch we had
the House singing competition. Every House performed well.
TaHLro, S’Le’ENOT, Co/tlIn, D/one

Inquiry
We began the new school year with an inquiry topic All About Me and we
enjoyed learning more about ourselves and our fellow classmates. Our next
inquiry topic was Natural Disasters. We really enjoyed making tornadoes and
volcanoes in Science. Our third topic was Culture. We were filmed talking
about what culture means to us. We learned about Indigenous Australians,
and then researched another Indigenous culture. Our next inquiry topic was
Energy. Making a circuit board and skill tester was a real highlight!
Beverley, Morisso, Evelyn, Angel
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Year 5D
Memorable Moments of Year 5D
Mrrorxe At camp, Kate kept on sleep-talking. I thought it was really funny.
Hannah When my friends and I made up a special dance. Chantalu; When
I first learnt how to jump off the spring board in diving. Shona - At camp when
we went on the giant swing. I volunteered to go on it first. Imogen - On my first
day at MLC when Tara and Maryse asked if I wanted to sit with them at recess.
Now they are my friends. Genevieve - The day that Sofia came to the front office
with me to call my Mum and I gave her the nickname 'Chicken'. Mawse - During
a wet lunch one day and I was with Annie playing on the study chairs and being
silly. Co/tun - Going on camp and doing all the fun activities. It was the first
school camp I have been on. Ashani - On camp when we went orienteering and
our group was Tost because we accidentally held our map upside down. We were
glad to see Mr Taylor. Taw Going to camp. The activities and dorms were really
fun. The people in my room made camp really exciting. ReBecco - Interschool
gymnastics. It was fun competing against other schools, and our team finished
in second place. ANWSHRee - JSHAA Winter Sports Day. I was the goalie in Hockey
and I ended up saving almost every goal! Tamsin Playing games and talking
with my friends at camp. My favourite activity was toasting marshmallows.
QjRis - Year 5 camp when Ashani played the 'Moo Opera' imitating a cow until

j
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9pm. The teachers were not happy! Emily - At camp when we went on the night
time hayride, and toasted marshmallows on the camp fire. Kcrre- During recess
when I was talking with my best friends Rebekah and Maddie and we were
saying funny nicknames like Brownie, Katieroo and Becca-Bec. Shanya Competing in a cross country race. The MLC cheering made me try even harder
and I felt happy afterwards since it was my first race. Annie

During lunch when

Maryse and I were playing a ball game and Maryse's shoe flew off when she

^*TF-

kicked the ball and the ball fell on a girl's tummy. Aviaaei - When I walked into
this class and I saw all the caring people. Imogen - Sleeping in the camp
dormitories. We stayed up really late. Rab<?kah - When I first met my best friend,
Maddie Brown. Sofia - When I came back from holidays and saw everyone again.
It was so good to see them all. Lucy - When I did school swimming in the
morning and nearly froze to death! M/cHeu^ I loved writing stories about girls
at the beach, going camping or in a haunted house. I am proud because
I have been using capitals and full stops. Alexandra -1 was really scared to do
the Giant Swing at camp, but it was really fun. Aumev - During a German lesson
when we made cookies that were really sweet.
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Year 5T
Memorable moments Year 5T

Nana - In Term 2 we did a project called Win at the Fair. We made chance and
data games. My group made a profit of $11.00. Anabelle I was walking
underneath the four square courts, when Chloe threw the balL to Clare. The ball
bounced off my head to dare. N/cole - Maths Talent Quest was really fun. It
involved finding the maths in either Braille or Symmetrical time. Clare - Chloe
called out to CharLotte, "Hey catch!" and threw a rubber ball. It hit the edge
of the stones and bounced back to Chloe's head! Arwen - At the cross country
running event I won gold. Jessica - On camp we played a game called Are You
Rambo? We had to find the hidden teachers. Dana I love Book Week,
I dressed up as Daphne from the Sisters Grimm. Charlotte - At camp we went
on a hayride to the cemetery which was dark and scary and misty, but aLso
fun. Isabella - Going to Parliament House. I sat where the Queen once sat!
I learned lots of information, Jml/ette - Going to the Winter Sports Day.
Everybody enjoyed participating in the games. Alex - Book Week because
I like discussing books with the author. Amy -1 met some great friends my best friends are Charlotte and Nicole. Charlotte is the nicest person I have
ever met and NicoLe is very funny. Ella - By the camp fire singing and toasting
marshmaLlows. Louise - At camp we went on the giant swing. At first I didn't
go on it, but everybody told me it was so fun and it was! Hazel - Winter Sports
Day - we played netball, soccer and hockey. I wish we could do it again!
Katherine - Book Week was fun! I dressed up as Ping from Dragon Keeper
Eleanor - Our Win at the Fair game was based on a roulette wheel. It rocked!
We made a profit of $4.00! Chloe - At the swimming carnival Anabelle was
about to dive into the water. Clare and I calLed out to her and her legs sLipped
off. Vasa - The pyjama party because we ate hotdogs and watched an awesome
movie called Alvin and the Chipmunks. Frances - Meeting lot of new girls and
getting to know them. Indiana - The reptile park where we learnt all about
reptiLes and their habitats. Natsmmz - Meeting new friends and getting to know
them. Jen/ece - The giant swing at Fairbridge. It was so scary, yet I enjoyed
it. Eleno - Making solar ovens and cooking pancakes on them was an
interesting way to finish our Energy Inquiry topic. Isabella Lyndon-James Novels provided us with lots of interesting discussions and learning
experiences. Mercy - The giant swing at camp. It was scary and exciting.
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Year 6
Camp
In Term 1, we enjoyed camp. We toured the historical sites of Fremantle
and we played Holey Bucket. Each night there were team-building activities
and we enjoyed taking part in archery, rafting, rock climbing, fishing, surf
lifesaving, search and rescue and Mrs Franz's birthday party.
Solly G/lfillon, Tessa FeRRe/ita, TaNisna Chapman and ReNe Kaon

Starlight Cooking
In May, we made star shaped cookies as a fundraiser for The Starlight
Foundation.We decorated the cookies with icing and rainbow sprinkles. The
biscuits sold really fast and all our hard work was worth it. We raised $205.
MaDDie McLochlon, CiaRe McMara

Emily Pool

and

Faberge Eggs

mm j

In Term 1, we made Faberge eggs using laser sequins, beads and pins.
We created lovely designs. We found it challenging but enjoyable, and we
demonstrated the virtues of patience and concentration.
LawRfiN Thorpc, Mia ChcllIs, LaMReN PaaNicH

M

Ccl/no. MIllcr

ond

Parliament House Excursion
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In Term 3, we went to Parliament House as part of our Let's Vote inquiry
topic. We sat in the chambers of the Upper and Lower Houses and observed
the differences. We role-played the reading of a Bill on drug testing in sport,
and learnt about the history of Parliament house and the early leaders of our
State. We also learnt about the three levels of Government and the
preferential voting system.
Lewis Sz'NGLeTON, Gabby RawlInson, Anna McGiLLivRaY

ond

Amy Hall

Knitting

j

Year 6 girls undertook a knitting project with the help of Mrs Franz's
mum, Year 6 teachers, class mums and grandmothers. We made countless
mistakes, but persevered. The squares we knitted were stitched together to
make blankets for Mahboba's Promise, which supports orphaned children in
Afghanistan. Learning to knit was a rewarding experience and we enjoyed
making a difference to the lives of others.

;r

•

CiMRLOTTe Word, MaDDi Wright, RaDHi Serai

Taylor Youd

and

Leadership Conference
In February, the Year 6 girls heard people speak passionately about their
leadership roles. They told us about challenges and triumphs in their lives.
Ros Worthington inspired us to fundraise for the Love Angels Project. We
learnt about being a fantastic leader.
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STOPHaNie Flotchor, Lucy Rose, Emily Isaacs
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5olar Oven Cook-off
Girls in Years 5 and 6 participated in a solar oven cook-off. In groups,
we researched, designed, made and appraised our oven design and function.
Our quest was to cook a pancake. Three groups were chosen to enter the
World of Energy competition against other schools.
Em/ly Abbott, Moddio DeNNj's, Chondlor PYKe ond CrIstyn Evons

Learning to Learn
Year 5 and 6 created paper doll self-portraits to symbolise that we are
all part of a learning community. We displayed them outside our classrooms.
We also covered Costa's 16 Habits of Mind, including striving for accuracy,
questioning and posing problems, thinking flexibly and listening with
empathy and understanding.

■Eft »
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KaTHORjNe CHfiN, Mcolc Wjtcombo ond Mojo Pockor

Mothers’ Day Glasses
We created and painted designs on champagne glasses for our mothers.
We added chocolates and gift-wrapped the glasses in coloured cellophane and
ribbons. We each made a Mothers' Day card by hand or using the computer.
Ceua BeYeR, Via KeH<2L and Annie Lostcr

11 Wf 11 tggf

Love Angels Project
Year 6 decided our major fundraiser for the year would be the Love Angels
Project. We sold plain white angel templates for a gold coin donation and
girls decorated the angels during lunch time. The Junior School raised more
than $800.
Anna WIlson, KameRme Boddy, JuNeLLO Lm and SaMONTHa GaRza

Heather Lamont Day
The Barclay girls showcased what they had learnt during Dance and
Drama at the Heather Lamont Day. Year 6W performed skits about people
fighting over an apple and Year 6F performed a telephone skit using bananas.
Other Heather Lamont Day activities included designing a Brag Bag, theatre
sports and the House singing competition.
Holly Richmond, BeveRLey Wong, Alcx Rough

ond
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Easter Cake Bake
We held our annual Easter cake bake. Everyone in Barclay House joined
in the spirit of the day by wearing bunny ears and other Easter accessories.
Year 6 sold homemade cup cakes and raised over $250 for the WA Breast
Cancer Association.
SeRONa Eng, Al; Gn^d^n, Charne McCarthy ond Asicme Kzkzros
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Year 6 Leadership Program
Throughout 2008, both Year 6 classes worked together to provide student
leadership within the Junior School. All Year 6 girls have been members
of the Student Executive and had the opportunity to be a member of each
of the committees dedicated to Cultural Affairs, Finance and Fundraising,
Community Relations, Fine Arts and Sports.
Each girl held a position of responsibility either as a Flouse Captain,
a Student Councillor or as a representative for the Junior School on the
Student Representative Council. Elections for Student Council and Student
Representative Council were held each term and House Captains were elected
at the beginning of each semester. Students were able to nominate for
a preferred position, and voting was conducted using the preferential
system. Students were asked to consider the following criteria when voting:
• Role model of MLC values
Pleasant personality
% Enthusiastic
% Determined
Approachable
% Organised
- Confident
% Displays community spirit
% A good communicator
The Student Council consisted of Chairperson Cristyn Evans, Personal
Assistant HayLey Greenwood, Treasurer Lewis Singleton and Events
Coordinator Pia Kehal. Each councillor's role was to coordinate the day-today duties of each committee.
The Student Representative Council (SRC), consisting of girls from Year 6
to 12, met regularly with the Heads of School to discuss wider College issues
and participate in the planning of K-12 events. The Year 6 SRC representative
were Janelle Lin, Serena Eng and Anna Wilson.
The Junior School Leadership Program allows all students within Year 6
to enhance their leadership and team skills, as well as being a part of the
broader College community.
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Christian Education
This year, in Christian Education, we explored some
of the foundational concepts of the Christian faith.
Materials used in class provided an overview of
Christianity over a three-year cycle. Christian Education
lessons are focused on supporting the students'
understanding of God and God's work in our world.
Christian Education classes regularly include a
variety of activities including drama, singing, quiz
games, memory verses, Bible readings and interactive
class discussions. It has been wonderful to engage with
students as they contemplate and explore their
opinions and ideas about big topics such as God, the
world and their place in it.
Students also attended Chapel every fortnight in the
College Chapel. This year, the Chapel program included
looking at the stories Jesus told and living with God's help.
At the end of the year, we celebrated Christmas
together, with the Barclay Christmas Chapel proving to
be a festive and joyful occasion. I would like to thank
Mrs Shannon Rose and her fantastic Year 2 girls for
their role in the nativity; they were eager and
enchanting performers!
It has been a pleasure and a privilege to teach
every student and I have thoroughly enjoyed getting
to know each class.
AveRIL BlIRNACCI, TeaCHER OF CHRISTIAN EDUCATION

LOTE
This year, the LOTE teachers in the Junior School
have been very active in bringing together different
cultures. Through a program that provides girls
a window for gaining insights into other cultures,
students from Kindergarten to Year 3 embarked on
a journey that has taken them from China to Greece
and Kenya. Year 4, 5 and 6 students had a 12-week
taste of Japanese, German and French which gave them
an opportunity to try these languages before they
chose their electives for Middle School.
During the BarcLay LOTE afternoon held in March,
students cooked, then tasted French crepes or German
biscuits, played Petanque, wrote in Hiragana, danced
traditional French dances, watched a traditional German
puppet play and practised Japanese drums. All the girls
enjoyed the various culture-learning activities.
Languages Week, held in August, also allowed the
girls to increase their knowledge and understanding of
France, Germany and Japan by reading different books,
playing traditional games available at the Library, and
tasting different food that represented each country
through a special menu provided by the canteen.
The girls showed eagerness to learn languages other
than their own.
These varied and enjoyable experiences heLped to
broaden our students' understanding of different
cultures and people living in the world, and gave them
the knowledge, skills and values necessary for active
participation in life in Australia, or abroad.
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Girls engage in Reading Olympics
There has been a lot of activity in the Lorna
Dickson Library in 2008. At the beginning of the year,
we saw a change of location and with lots of help
and wonderful ideas, the Library looked lovely.
The children always notice the different things
that are happening in the Library. To celebrate Book
Week in Term 3, the students celebrated by dressing
up as a character from a book and parading their
character at a fashion parade held during Assembly.
Year 5 and 6 students have been writing and
illustrating their own picture books. The students
worked very hard and read their books to children in
the lower years.
With the Olympic Games held in Beijing this year,
the Lorna Dickson Library held a Reading Olympics
Competition. This was a real hit with the girls, with
many of the students finishing all the events and
claiming their chocolate gold medal. It was a great
effort by the girls, and it was nice to see so many
books being borrowed from the Library.
L/ndo Kcnton, Lorna Dickson Library

CaTH<2R!Ne CiMMpaLLe, TeacHeR of French, Urto Clifton,
TeacHeR of Gorman, Akiko Yorimitsw, TeacHeR of JaPCiNese
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Barclay
The year began with the election of the Semester 1 House Captains. As part of the Year 6 leadership program, girls
were able to nominate in each House. The students in Years 2 to 6 were involved in the election process and each
candidate addressed their House prior to the voting.
Ike House CapTarNS

for

SeMesTeR 1 w<?Re:

Sparta
Celina Miller
Sally Gilfillan

Samantha Garza
Lucy Rose

The Hozrse CaPTorNS

for

Maddison Wright
Nicole Witcombe

Emily Paul
Holly Richmond

Anna Wilson
Lauren Thorpe

Maddie Dennis
Alex Rough

Mia Challis
Ali Gnaden

Serena Eng
Stephanie
Fletcher

Somostor 2 weRe:

Sparta
Gabby Rawlinson
Claire McCarthy

Chandler Pyke
Celia Beyer

Katherine Chen
Kiara Palleros

Emily Isaacs
Katherine Boddy

Diving
More than 40 divers from Years 4 to 6 participated in the Interhouse Diving in March. The girls impressed the judges
with three of their best dives. ALl girls performed admirably. The Year 4 champion was Madeleine Owens, Year 5
champion was Juliette Isaacs and the Year 6 champion was Tanisha Chapman. These girls, with another five in each
year group, competed in the interschool competition at Challenge Stadium. Thanks to Mrs Borrill for coaching the girls.
The winning House was Troy.

looyp^ joilm f
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Swimming
During March, all girls from Years 1 to 6 participated in the Junior School Interhouse Swimming and the Junior
Swimming Gala. The girls competed in a variety of events while earning points for their Houses. Each of the House bays
was brightly decorated, and there was hearty cheering by all. Congratulations to the winning House; Athens.

Lunches

)

House lunches are a time for the girts from Kindergarten to Year 6 to come together and share treats provided by the
House Captains. It is an opportunity for the girls to enhance their House spirit with food, fun and laughter in a relaxed
atmosphere. The Houses meet on a regular basis throughout each term as part of the sporting and cultural activities
offered within the school.

Gymnastics
The Interhouse Gymnastics competition, held in Term 3 at the Claremont PCYC, was a popular event with many of
the girls. This year the competition was fierce with many of the routines gaining high scores. Congratulations to Year 6
champion, Annie Lester and Year 4/5 champion Eleanor St George. Athens continued its winning form as the champion
House. Many of the girls also participated in the Interschool gymnastics competition.

Heather Lamont Singing
Term 2 culminated with the traditional interhouse singing competition on Heather Lamont Day. This year, the set
song was I Believe and the House songs were a selection of Ms Ciansciosi's favourites. After many years away from the
winning circle, Sparta claimed victory with a rousing and creative rendition of I've Got the Music in Me.
Tama Fr«nz, House CoORDiNaroR
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Barclay Arts
Dance
This year in Dance, the students of Barclay House have enjoyed a variety of learning experiences which have
been linked to the school's Drama and Music programs.
Students in Kindergarten and Pre Primary have undertaken beginner classical ballet and jazz training. Creative
movement has been explored both through improvisational tasks and set technical exercises.
In Years 3 and 4, the focus has been not only on ballet/jazz training and creativity, but also in exploring other
forms of Dance, such as cultural and contemporary. Year 5 and 6 girls have been further exploring ballet and jazz
techniques and other dance forms in preparation for Middle School Dance, and they were given the opportunity to
contribute to the process of dance choreography through creating their own contemporary dance works.
Students from Years 1 to 6 have showcased aspects of their Dance lessons during assembly this year, and all
students were given the opportunity to perform in the Heather Lamont Day concert in Term 2.
Term 4 brought the annual Barclay Concert, involving all students from Kindergarten to Year 6, which this year
included Drama, Dance and Music performances.

Tuiissa Shrewsbury, Burcloiy DaNCe TeacHeR

Kare Holl, Dronm TeacHeR

j

Heather Lamont Festival

jooipi? joilinf

To be offered a six week position as Artist in Residence in the Junior School was indeed a challenging prospect,
but one that I immediately accepted and embraced. It was a chance to involve the girls in drama, music, movement
and dance, and produce some exciting 'works in progress' to be showcased during the Heather Lamont Festival program.
It was also a great opportunity to combine all of the Arts disciplines under one umbrella, respecting each as an area
of the performing arts in its own right, but also recognising the interconnectivity of these disciplines.
I set about introducing the girls to a broad range of improvisational skills and styles, ranging from theatre sports
games to 'first sentence given - create a scene'! While some girls were tentative at first, I soon had everyone involved
and 'requesting' their favourite warm-up activity!
The aim of the six-week residency was to enable the girls to develop drama and movement skills that would lead to
a small presentation of performances for parents and peers at the annual Heather Lamont Festival. I worked very closely
with Junior School Dance teacher Julissa Shrewsbury to ensure the girls received a balanced program of Dance, Drama
and Music that would showcase their talents on completion of the residency.
All in all, it was wonderfully successful. The girls had a huge amount of fun and I was very impressed with the
enthusiasm and commitment they demonstrated during the course. When the time came to showcase what they had
learnt, and the new skills they had developed, they were brilliant! So many of the girls gained increased confidence
and self awareness and a marked boost to their self esteem. It was marvellous to see.

j

Drama

The Junior Heather Lamont Festival and House Singing competition lived up to expectations with a celebration
of all things artistic and cultural. The day began with class/year group Drama and Music performances from our talented
girls. The fun continued after recess, with all year groups enjoying a wonderful variety of activities such as Barking Gecko
Theatre, physical theatre, belly dancing, a magician, jewellery making, illustrating, paper quilling, and many more activities.
The excitement was building during the day to the culmination of the Heather Lamont Festival with the House
Singing competition scheduled for the afternoon. The theme for our competition was A Celebration of Songs from the
Groovy Years. The performances from all our Houses were absolutely outstanding with a great deal of energy, vitality
and creativity shown across all the choirs. The costumes and choreography were brilliant. Well done also to our
marvellous conductors for their preparation and presentation on the day. However, there had to be one winner Sparta won the day for their rendition of I Got the Music In Me and the set song, When I Believe.
Cothy McRae, TeacHeR op Music

Barclay Choirs
The Barclay choirs have been in full swing since the beginning of 2008 in preparing the repertoire for their
many and varied performances throughout the year.
The Semester 1 concert gave our choirs the opportunity to shine, with performances from the Year 3/4 choir
singing This OT Man and the Year 5/6 choir singing Takadamu.
At the end of Semester 1, the Year 5/6 choir performed The Drunken Sailor and a challenging arrangement
of Johnson Boys, with a body percussion interlude, at the Heather Lamont Day.
Second semester dawned with new conductor Catherine McRae, and the choirs were given the opportunity
to perform at the Semester 2 concert. The Year 3/4 choir sang the beautiful Colours of the Wind from Pocohontas
and the Year 5/6 choir sang the swing number Chattanooga Choo Choo.
The Year 5/6 Choir was then asked to perform at the Junior Concert in Term 4 to set the theme for the performance
with Under the Umbrella and Hal David and Burt Bacharach's all time favourite Raindrops Keep Falling on my Head.
All the choirs then joined their classmates to celebrate their year in Music, Dance and Drama.
It was the culmination of a wonderful year of exciting music making for both our choirs.
CaTHY McRae, TeacneR of Music
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Head of Middle School
Following on from the excitement of starting our Middle School in 2007,
this has been a year of consolidation for our Middle School community.
Throughout 2008, the Middle School continued its evolution, with the creation
of Learning Communities in Year 8. Importandy, the development of drese
Learning Communities brought with them the implementation of new teaching
and learning structures. At the core of these changes was the identification of‘teams’

{looyps! 3|ppiCu

}

of students and teachers who worked together to forge positive working
relationships that helped develop the sense of community and belonging.

It has become evident that in taking on
and developing a Middle School
Methodist Ladies' College is enjoying
a wonderful opportunity for innovation.
With the Learning Communities drawing teachers together from various
learning areas, we have been able to take a more holistic view of our practices.
Teaching staff have been empowered to become directly involved in the
development of an integrated and student-centred curriculum. They have also
been able to ‘compare notes’ on the pastoral care and well-being of their
students like never before - the sharing of best practice that has resulted from
the regular meeting of teaching teams has assisted our students.
And now, the Middle School is almost complete.
As the year progressed, we have turned our attention to the growth of the
Middle School into Year 9 during 2009. Planning for the advent of Learning
Communities in Year 9 has brought with it unique challenges. Catering for the
subject streaming that traditionally occurs in Year 9, whilst endeavouring to
preserve the integrity and strength of the Learning Communities, has been
a challenge, but one that we believe we have overcome - thanks to the support
of the various Departmental areas.
2009 holds the promise of all Middle School students finally being brought
together under one roof in the new Middle School building. With students
enjoying their purpose-built ‘home rooms’ within their multi-level ‘home base’,
the sense of community that is at the core of everything we strive to achieve in
the Middle School will at last be fully realised in the one location. There will
be little doubt that MLC’s Middle School has finally arrived!
PeteR

Byrnc, Act/no

Heoo oe Middle School
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Students from Kindergarten to
benefiting from the College Big Sister program
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The program allows older girls within the College to share their
experiences of MIC with their younger 'sisters'. The 'big sisters' are trained
so they can mentor their little sisters throughout the school year,
establishing a relationship that is potentially maintained and cultivated
during following years.
Year 11 sisters who were trained for their role by College counsellors
before the school year, mentor their little sisters throughout the year.
Their relationship began at the Year 8 camp with Year 11 students
attending and providing advice on bullying, friendships and social skills.
The Year 8 students in turn take on a 'big sisteri role during Tutorial time
with Junior School students in Years 2 and 3. The program is facilitated
within the College by tutors. Heads of Year and Heads of sub schools.
The program is extended to girls in Junior School, with 'big sisters'
from Years 4 to 6 lending a hand to younger children.

Collegian .HM)S ! J5 I
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learning Communities
What an amazing transformation! You were all
shy, anxious and tentative girls when you arrived for
your first day in the Middle School. However;
you are now growing into confident young ladies,
willing and able to contribute in
a positive manner.
{rrjargficilX var^ey, [earpipcf cforyrgurjitY leader }
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Your support of one another, your enthusiasm to be part of the many
extra-curricular activities, and your growing pride in the College, all make
you an integral part of the Middle School.
Take on the challenges of Year 8 to develop further your marvellous
talents, and always strive to achieve your personal best.

Year 7 Camp

.,' ":"5

A whole bunch of Year 7 girls stranded in the middle of the bush with only
a flying fox, a night in a tent and a blazing campfire to entertain them. You
had to be tough to survive the freezing cold nights and the long treks through
the bush. But everyone made it back...to tell just how much fun it was!
Everyone was fantastic, from cooking their own meals to roasting
marshmallows on a campfire. We were blindfolded and had to follow a rope
as it wound through an obstacle course, and we scooped up squirming bugs
that were hiding in the mud. We got hot and cold, we got wet and dry, and
by the end of it, we were looking forward to a hot shower, but we're never
going to forget just how much fun we had on Year 7 camp.
Anno MrtRRaY, YeaR 7
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Trading Day

Trading Day was such a joy,
cookies and cakes and a very cute toy.
Small little rocks that taste so sweet,
so very dear, so very petite.
The shoving people, the excited call,
people looking from stall to stall.
Pancakes flipped up and down,
while teachers hurried round and round.
The hustle and bustle soon to explode,
and people set in shopping mode.
The clock strikes and we have to stop,
peopLe come in to sweep and mop.
Trading Day comes to an end,
everyone packs up and looks forward to the weekend.

iliiniiii
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Olivia GooNamxaKe, Yean 7

Swimming Carnival
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The water sprayed upon my face,
making me shiver before my race.
Ready, set...beep was my cue to go,
to rush through the water like a torpedo.
A large red dragon bounced among the crowd,
being thrown up high, big and proud.
A Mexican wave attempted to start,
but slowly broke off and then fell apart.
Blue, red, yellow, green, purple and white,
flashing together, a breath-taking sight.
Go, go, go, came screams from the stands,
people were laughing and waving their hands.
Who was the winner? Who had the most fun?
Who could swim better than they could run?
The crowd was hushed and strangely cursed,
Corinth second...Olympia first.
Well done Olympia, but what about Rome?
Had we done well or was it time to go home?
Oh welL, we may not have won,
but I was sure that we had the most fun.
Ella VwaN-Wi'uiaMS, Yean 1
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The Year 8 cohort in 2008 has excelled.
The girls have responded enthusiastically and
energetically to the challenges put before them.
{gfkjjey grrptfi, fieacf oj year 8 }
They have each grown in knowledge and understanding of themselves,
their appreciation of others, and they are hopefully fully aware of the advantages
and opportunities they have enjoyed at MLC.
Year 8’s have been involved in far too many and wide ranging activities to
mention. Their skills and abilities are outstanding. They have demonstrated
generosity of spirit by their fundraising efforts, and students have thrived under
the Pastoral Care system ofTutors and Learning Community Leaders.
While we have grown fond of our ‘dungeon’, the current Year 8 locker area,
we look forward to next year being Year 9 s and leading the Middle School
in our new building.
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Buddies
This year, the Year 8's were excited to meet our buddies from girls in Year 2 and 3. Our first activity was to
photograph ourselves at our favourite places on campus and then to do scrapbooking together. We also made felt
needle books which was a fantastic activity the Year 8's and their buddies enjoyed. Having buddies was very enjoyable
and it was nice to have a little girl look up to you. I hope that one day when they are in Year 8, they have the same
opportunity to bond with Barclay girls.
SrfRflu Stopforth

Cross Curricular Days
In Term 1 and 2, the Year 8's participated in a range of activities for the Cross Curricular Days. The first day involved
a River Cruise, a viewing of the movie The Rabbit Proof Fence, and an informative and fun lesson on The Lost Diamonds
Of Killiecrankie. The second day included a trip to the Maritime Museum, the Shipwreck Gallery and a Science
Convention, and some girls participated in the submarine or tunnel tours. The days were informative and enjoyable
for all the students that participated, and credit goes to the Year 8 teachers who organised the activities.
Ashlc/gh KOTliUI

Year 8 Debating
Throughout Semester 2, a group of Year 8's joined to debate each other and have fun. The competition was set
up by Ashleigh Kotula and Kathleen Elliot, who wanted to encourage more people to learn how to write and present
debates in a formal situation. Alt the girls had a lot of fun debating interesting, fun and challenging topics.
Ashuvchi Kotoi u

TEAR Fundraiser
TEAR is a non-profit organisation that raises money to buy services and equipment for underprivileged people
in Third World countries. Year 802 decided to raise $1500 for TEAR to purchase a water well. The Year 8 students and
teachers donated $10 each. In Term 2, we achieved our goal with generous donations from the teachers and Year 8
students, and two small businesses in the Fremantle area. After raising the money, Year 802 made a cheque to present
to TEAR. The water well will help many underprivileged people have access to clean drinking water.
NtCPMUN/V LmW’NHOTF

Coining to MIX'
When I first came to MIC this year, I was a bit scared, but I found there was no reason to be scared at all! I walked
into the Year 8 locker room and saw welcoming people. Year 8 is great - there are so many activities to get involved in
such as sporting groups, debating, bands, and recreational events. The Head of Year 8, Mrs Smith, helps you whenever
you need her. Let's wait and see what Year 9 brings!
M«rv Dhnn<?

Orientation C amp
Year 8 Orientation camp was held in the beginning of Term 1 at Point Walter. It lasted three days, and everyone
had a great time and met new people. On the first night, we had a picnic dinner with our families before they left us to
settle into our dorms. The next morning, we were divided into our Houses and started a range of activities. We met our
Peer Support Leaders and got to know the people in our Tutorial groups better. Some of the activities we took part in
included canoeing, sailing and a high ropes course. The high ropes course was scary and exciting, and we all really
enjoyed it. A highlight of the camp, for many students, was the 'leap of faith'. At the end of the camp, the students left
very tired with lots of new friends, and new skills.
Bern WHnpwwn

This has been my first year as Head of Year at
MIC, and what a year it has been! The Year 9's have
developed so much and are growing into
a tight-knit and increasingly mature group.
{

§u?y Ipx^eri, fieacf o| year 9 }

2008 has seen new initiatives introduced with an aim to recognise the year
group as leaders within the Middle School. The role of House Leader was
introduced, with two girls elected from each House to help coordinate Middle
School girls during House events. The girls have also helped run assembly, acted
as SRC representatives, form captains and social representatives, as well as being
‘Big Sisters’ to the Year 6 girls.
I have had a lot of fun growing with the group and helping to guide the girls.
I wish the Year 9’s all the best as they begin their journey into Senior School and,
as has been my tradition, I leave them with a quote:
We are all inventors, each sailing out on a voyage ofdiscovery, guided each by a
private chart, ofwhich there is no duplicate. The world is all gates, all opportunities.

Ralph Waldo Emerson

{ rgidcfle gcfftoo[
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The Year 9 Outdoor Education camp pushed our minds and bodies to the limits, with activities that were enjoyable
but very challenging. It was great being able to give everything a go, and to spend time with energetic camp leaders
and supportive friends. The Year 9 Outdoor Education camp was a great experience.
Tcss R/cuwrds

Quiz and Pizza Night

Year 9 Ballroom Dancing
In Term 2, 50 Year 9 girls were given the opportunity to take ballroom dancing classes with Year 9 boys from Scotch
College. For five weeks, the MLC girls learnt dances such as the Jive, Cha Cha, Hip Hop, slow group dances and others.
At the end of the five weeks, we performed all the dances we learnt at a social at which special guest teacher, Gemma,
from So You Think You Can Dance, performed a dance with her partner. Everyone who chose to do the ballroom lessons
thought it was fun!
Sosho Bees

For more than two months, the 45 Year 9 Career and Finance students who provided Front of House for the College
Production, Romeo and Juliet, prepared for their catering, ushering, ticketing and managing roles, to ensure the
production ran smoothly. On opening night, everyone looked professional in their black-and-white attire, and soon
relaxed into our roles. Thanks to Mrs Dobrowolski, Mrs Evans, and Mrs Lambert for giving us the opportunity to be part
of Front of House!
GiuJiiN Mohony

About 20 lucky Year 9 and 10 writers, readers and poets were given the opportunity to attend the Fremantle
Children's Literature Festival, which was a chance to learn from established and published authors and poets. We wrote
beautiful poems and short stories under the direction of our mentors. We matured and grew as writers and poets during
the workshops, and we became inspired to write and publish works of our own.
Ci/i.L/f/N MhHONY

The Year 9 social was a long-awaited event themed Workforce, and all the girls (and some of the boys) dressed up
as a wide range of occupations including a mad scientist, rock star, chef, painter and computer technician. Bosisto Hall
was also dressed to impress in caution tape and witches cones, a product of the hard work of our social representatives,
Prefects and fantastic Head of Year, Mrs Larsen. The social ran smoothly, with about 100 girls, and 100 boys from
Wesley and Trinity College. The DJ was first-rate and we danced the night away to excellent music. It was a huge
success - new acquaintances were made and we all went to bed in high spirits.
idCQIli
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During August, the Big Sister program was launched with cupcakes and chatting on the cliff top of the Year 9 area.
The Year 9 girls met their Year 6 'little sisters' and began a relationship that would be developed throughout the
remainder of the year, and continue to grow throughout the years. The aim of the Big Sister program is to help the
transition of Year 6 girls to Middle School, whilst promoting relationships across the year groups. The girls involved
in the program took part in a number of activities throughout Semester 2.

1

The Year 9 Quiz and Pizza night held in Term 1 allowed girls to mix in a social setting, test their general knowledge,
take part in interesting challenges, and eat pizza. About 100 girls attended the evening, which was run by the 'Hosts
with the Most' (and the really bad jokes), Mr Giles and Mr Varley. The girls contributed a gold coin, which was donated
to the World Wildlife Fund. It was a night filled with laughs and great company. Thanks to the SRC representatives who
helped Ms Larsen organise the event.

Principal’s Vision
Looking into the future is always an interesting challenge. In the Old
Testament of the Bible, a person who claimed to be able to predict the future did
so, on the basis that God had told them what would happen. If it came to pass,
you would be revered as a prophet, if it did not pome to pass, you would be put to
death as am impostor. Understandably, not many aspired to a career as a prophet.
My vision for MLC s future, not my prophecy, is that having achieved half of
the strategic plan to bring MLC into the 21st Century, we not pause, but aim to
intentionally lead the way. While we may have paused in the past, in a world
which is speeding up its rate of change, in keeping with the pace of knowledge
acquisition, to pause would be, relatively speaking, to stop.
MLC has great staff and a great foundation to be confident to press forward
at the cutting edge of educational reform and to be a leading school — not
retrospectively in comparing league table results of past examinations - but in
setting the benchmarks for innovation and creative solutions, to determine the
next trend in educational reform.
StePHeN Lee, Principal
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The Middle School
Although we all look forward to utilising the new Middle School building, we must remember that Middle School
is a dynamic curriculum and pastoral care structure - not a static brick and mortar building.

The construction of the Middle School building has
continued steadily. Originally expected to be open for the beginning of the 2008
academic year, we are now hoping to prepare the building for use in 2009. It has been frustrating to be delayed in the use
of the building, however the Middle School is not defined by the building it occupies.
While the building has been slow in taking shape, the Middle School itself, and its staff and students who make up
the learning communities, have grown considerably during the year to incorporate Year 8, and plans are well developed
to incorporate Year 9 in 2009.
All going well, the Middle School community will next year have a new space in which to enjoy its developing programme.
StePHeN Lee, Principal

Health and Sports Centre
The Health and Sports Centre, first planned for construction nearly 30 years
ago, is now just a fundraising campaign away from realisation. The College is
ready with appropriate planning permissions, designs, documentation and
infrastructure, to commence construction. Electricity and water supplies are
in the ground, with fire booster tanks and pumps placed underground where
the grass tennis courts once sat, next to the Hadley Hall car park.
The College launched its Partnership for the Future fundraising campaign
in June, and the second phase of the campaign is about to commence in Term
4. This key facility, to be used by every student from Kindergarten to Year 12,
will bring our health and sports facilities up to first-class standard.
The first stage of the construction is worth $10 million and will comprise
two thirds of the entire development. One third is the gymnasium module,
which is large enough to provide two full-size basketball or netball courts,
or five volleyball courts, with a centre court of national competition standard.
Attached to the gymnasium is a classroom for Physical Education, Sport,
Health and Outdoor Education, as well as an Outdoor Education store room
and a garage for the Outdoor Education vehicles and College buses.
The. second module, at two storeys high, comprises the centre module in the
complex. On the ground floor, there is an entrance and reception facility. Most
of the floor will consist of change rooms, toilets and shower facilities capable
of handling up to four classes of students simultaneously. This floor opens onto
the gymnasium and the future pool deck. The upper floor contains a rowing
gym, a circuit and weights gym, a teaching laboratory and offices for Physical
Education, Sport and Health staff. The third module, to be added at a later
date, is a 50 metre swimming pool.
As a community, not for profit organisation, we need to realise that there is no
Church or Government funding that will deliver our Health and Sports Centre.
If we want our girls to have the best health and sport facilities for their educational
experience, we have to build them ourselves. The past generation of parents have
funded the performing arts facility, Hadley Hall, and made a contribution to the
Middle School. This generation will complete the Middle School by paying off the
loans over time. The Question is - can this generation build the Health and Sports
Centre for our current girls to enjoy while they are at MLC, or will we leave the
costs and the benefits to the next generation?
SiCTHeN Lee, PiUNcipaL

Iff! 5,1
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Senior
School

Deputy Principal/
Head of Senior School

From the

2008 has been a successful and memorable year! While Stephen Lee took his
sabbatical leave, I moved into the ‘big office’ as Acting Principal. Leisa Maslin
was Acting Head of Senior School and Debbie Dickson added Acting Deputy
Principal of the College to her duties as Head of Junior School. I appreciated
their support over this period as the three Heads of School and their Assistants
kept the educational programs forging ahead.
College Colours were extended this year to include a Values Colour, and
criteria for Sport Colours were revised and broadened. The Values Colour,
represented by a Wyvern embroidered on the blazer pocket, is awarded for
accumulated hours of community service within and beyond the College. Sports
Colours can be now be awarded for three years of participation in IGSSA Sports.
Our hosting of the IGSSA Swimming Carnival at Beatty Park provided an
opportunity for Year 11 students to represent MLC as guides, marshals and
assistants. Year 1 l’s also distinguished themselves as Peer Support Leaders.
Through a range of activities, beginning with the Year 8 Orientation Camp, the
Peer Support Leaders ensured a smooth Middle School transition for Year 8 girls.

2008 was a huge year for trips and tours.

Ike

tatar/al
Program ass/sts
g/rls to th/'nk
ABAMT ASPECTS OF
tha/'r L/'ves IN
construct/ve and
CRearive ways.

Drama students headed off to Sydney for workshops with experts, and a night
of dressed up excitement at The Rocky Horror Show. Another group set sail on
the Leeuwin Ocean Adventure, seeking personal development on the high seas.
Term 2 holidays saw around 40 girls head off to the ski fields in NSW, about 90
Music students wowed audiences in Europe on their Music tour and 20 Senior
School girls contributed to the Vietnam service tour. In my role as Deputy
Principal, I acknowledge and thank the passionate and dedicated 23 staff
members who organised and chaperoned these activities to enrich the learning
experiences available for our girls.
Lynne Hughes and volunteers from Year 10 Health Education classes
launched MLC’s first Healthy Lifestyle Expo, designed to challenge students to
think about choosing a healthy lifestyle. Students across K to 12 were engaged ,
in the diverse activities available.
The 15 minute Pastoral Care period at the beginning of each day has
allowed Tutors to touch base with their ‘tutees’ on a regular basis. The Tutorial
Program assists girls to think about their lives in constructive and creative ways.
Cyber Safety has been a focus for staff development, as the internet and digital
communications have an increasing impact on the lives of young people.
Congratulations to Head Girl, Phoebe Power, and her Deputy, Kelsey
Sweeney, for their strong and focused leadership of the College Prefects. They
emerged as highly accomplished ‘MC s’ for College and IGSSA events and
served as an effective conduit between students and Senior staff for discussion
of issues that impact on students. The 2008 College Prefects have functioned
as a highly effective team and have set high standards for the incoming student
leaders to emulate!
Finally, to our 2008 Leavers, thank you for your fine spirit, the fun you have
generated and for the care you have shown for others as you travelled this final
year with us. May the Delta Goodrem or Stephanie Rice within you continue to
shine as you make the most of your individual gifts. Take care and stay in touch.
YvoNNe Palmer, Deputy VRiNcbaUHecm ov Senior School
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Head Girl
and Deputy Head Girl

From the

2008 has been an inspiring year. As the Year 12’s final year at the College, 2008 has delivered a roller-coaster ride
of emotions and 'lasts’ that have equipped us well for life beyond MLC.
With the Middle School being further integrated into MLC’s structure, there have been many exciting opportunities,
including the introduction of House leadership roles in Year 9, and the chance for Middle School girls to run assemblies
and other school events.
The College has been nationally and internationally represented this year through the Europe Music tour and the
Vietnam service trip. We welcomed girls from our Japanese sister school, Kobe College, as well as sporting teams from
England. This year, MLC hosted both the IGSSA swimming and Head of the River events, and the girls enthusiastically
supported community service events.
The 2008 Prefects have taken on their individual roles with much enthusiasm and innovation, and it has been fantastic
working with them. The Prefects worked behind-the-scenes in events such as Walk the Rope,’ and the infamous netball match
against Christ Church Prefects, to raise funds for the Indigenous Communities Education Appeal. The Prefects have also
overseen a collection of sneakers for African migrants, and there have been socials to supervise.
We would like to thank Mrs Palmer, who has been a pillar of support and guidance, with a well-measured answer
for every query and concern. It has been the greatest delight to have been part of the leadership body of MLC in 2008,
and we wish the best of luck to next year’s Prefects. On behalf of our year group, we cannot thank enough the tireless,
generous and kind efforts of our Head of Year, Mrs Silberstein - you have made these last four years a time to cherish,
and we will forever be grateful for your influence.
For the Year 12 s, this year has been a tumultuous year of excitement and companionship, but also sadness that the
curtains are closing on our MLC journey. Although the workload has been huge and the dreaded three-letter acronym,
TEE, constantly permeated our thoughts, we enjoyed the perks that came with being the leaders of the school including
the hat photo, the Leavers’ jumpers and the Year 12 kitchen and lounge areas, which have helped to relieve the occasional
bout of work-induced hysteria.

School's out, Memories past, Don't ever doubt
Our friendships will last
Finally, we are privileged and proud to have been part of MLC during 2008. We wish every Year 12 student the best
of luck for their future. It has been a joy to spend the past years with you, and though it will be sad for us to part, the
excitement and anticipation of the future that lies awaiting us is almost tangible. We hope your lives bring the happiness
and satisfaction that you so deserve.
For our parting words, we would like to draw on the school motto — and hope that, in striving for your highest, you
shoot for the moon. Because even if you miss, you will land among the stars!

Pnoenf PowgR, Hrao Girl «nd Kclscy Sweetie*, DennY Bean G/rl
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Student
Representative
Council
inwium
Through taking part in diverse activities such as the clicking of knitting
needles on the Great Court, to the construction of glittering angels, the Student
Representative Council, known as the SRC, has had a very productive year.
The Great Knit, and the Mahbobas Promise project, were just two of the
many activities instigated by the SRC as part of its role in fostering ideas from
the student body and acting upon their suggestions to bring about change.
The elected members, including three each from Years 6 to 12, not only
aided the wider community through charity events, but also realised brilliant
ideas on how to improve aspects of the College. Many hot topics were raised
bn the soapbox in our popular Speakers’ Corner where vocal students expressed
their views on the school uniform, daylight saving, the 2020 Summit and
environmental issues.
We organised some much-needed relaxation time at the De-Stress Day,
during which we wore our sports uniform and headed to the library for some

•N r RepRt'scbiTaTivc Council. PRCFecr, Biwntc Y\ww
ousc,

_______

soothing music and tea light candles.

Our fortnightly agendas were filled
with practical suggestions. The canteen,
high on the agenda every
year; saw a new flow system
which keeps the queue
moving quickly.

[ ; SiiiDcm RcPRcsemoriw Council \i\i’cinixe

And, after much discussion, an MLC raincoat was introduced to the
uniform, while other aspects of the uniform were raised for improvement.
An after-school tutoring program was introduced at the Start of the year
for Senior School girls. This is a time when teachers give up their Tuesday
afternoons to help students in their particular subjects.
The SRC also focused on improving the recycling system around the school
and encouraging girls to use the recycling bins.
It has been an incredibly rewarding year for the SRC, and I would like to
thank the Year 12 Executive, including Yan Hui Tan, Eliza Wallace and Nicole
Teo, as well as all the representatives from Years 6 to 11, for their hard work
and commitment.
Brontc Young. Studcnt Remesemcmw Council PaepecT
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Celebrating the Journey

-
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J would like to congratulate the Year 10's
of 2008, who made a very successful transition
into Senior School.
{ njtc'nejje rucfrurg, fieacf of year 10 }
2008 has been challenging for the year group, as the girls adjusted to the
demands of Senior School. I am impressed with the determination they have
exhibited towards their studies.
In addition to the academic life of the College, the girls have enjoyed
organising and attending Year 10 social events. We had a social where the girls
dressed up as Cowboys or Indians. The girls were also invited to socials at
Christ Church, Wesley and Scotch College, which were a great deal of fun and
helped the girls strike a healthy balance between their studies and social lives.
The Year 10 guest speaker program has been a highlight for the group.
Sergeant Merv Lockhart talked to the girls about Drugs and the Law and how
to Party Safe. He got the group thinking about the importance of making good
choices. Andrew Wallace provided an honest and inspirational speech, which
made such an impact the girls gave him a standing ovation.
I have enjoyed working with this successful and friendly year group, and look
forward to seeing them develop their considerable talents in the coming years.
Wwz
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Year 10
Year 10 Social Poem
Yeeeeeeehah! Yell the cowboys
Ei ei ei ei ei scream the Indians
All arriving on 13 June in Bosito Hall at MLC
Ranges of costumes for the eye to spy
Tepees and Indians we sadly did not play
Everyone wanted to, but the answer was
Neigh (ha ha ha (Nay))
Screaming and shouting the excitement was clear
Only the DJ we could hear
Chips and drinks were on offer
I must admit that I did scoffer
A bit.
Loving memories to treasure forever
I

Jessie Oarns

Work Experience
During the first week of September, girls from Year 10 headed out to various work places across the city for work
experience. This was a great opportunity for the girls to learn more about the workplace environment, and to gain
experience in their chosen industry.
During the weeks leading up to work experience, everyone was in a frenzy about where everyone else was going,
what they were supposed to wear, and whether you could get fired from a work experience job! But when 1 September
finally rolled around, everyone rose to the occasion and represented the College well in their various workplaces.
Year 10 work experience was a very helpful program that the school organised, to help girls determine which
industry they would like to go into after they complete their education. It was also a very entertaining and fun
adventure, to have so much responsibility at such a young age.
Teiu Ong £Znd J«m Layalka

Year Meeting
As part of our year meeting this year, we have had the pleasure of listening to guest speakers. One of our favourites
was Deputy Merve Lockhart from Claremont Police station. We loved his humorous talks on drugs, pepper spray and how
to register for a safe party! As we listened to him, we were on the edge of our seats. He was so enthralling that we
stayed over time and were late for our next lessons.
Amanda Smith
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In June, the Year 10's had their social with Christ Church, Trinity and Christian Brothers College. The theme was
Cowboys and Indians. Nearly all of the girls were dressed in costumes, while the guys were not so keen on wearing
cowboy outfits, and came in normal clothes.
There was an array of various dances, including dance circles, where the guys showed of their not-so-great break
dancing skills. The DJ cranked the music, and new friendships were made throughout the quickly-formed mosh pit.
As the night came to a close, we all found that the floor was covered in chips and water, due to the boys throwing
cups of water into the crowd. Fun was had by all students, and the social was a successful and entertaining night.

ssr|ior scnoo

t

RoMe

It has been fantastic to witness the growth and
determination of this vibrant year group as they have risen
to the increased challenges and expectations
of Year 11.
{ Ratfiryr\ cfo6rowo|§Ri, fieacf oj year 11}

SIS

The girls have worked hard towards establishing a healthy balance across their
academics, co-curricular activities and social events. Whether demonstrating their
sense of class on the River Cruise, their achievements in their course work, or their
talents and giving spirit in the many school tours, this group of young women has
supported each other and strengthened the bonds that hold them together.
As they make the transition to leadership within the College community, the
girls of this cohort will be positive role models for Methodist Ladies’ College.
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Year 11
Peer Support
For many of the Year 11 girls, Peer Support has been one of the highlights of the year. More than 30 selected girls
par
participated
in a Peer Support Training Camp held during the summer holiday. The Camp involved working in groups,
anc exploring different concepts on becoming a leader and working as a team. During Term 1, the girls attended the
and
Yea 8 Orientation Camp, where they were assigned a Year 8 tutorial group to discuss issues such as the transition to
Year
Yea 8, friendship and teamwork. During Semester 1, the Peer Support Leaders attended regular sessions with their Year
Year
ti
8 tutorial
group, where they would discuss any problems or concerns the girls had, or simply play games and talk about
issues such as the qualities of a good friend and school life. The Year 11 girls enjoyed the opportunity to be involved
with the Year 8's as mentors, and to provide assistance whenever needed. We learnt valuable lessons. Thanks to
Mrs Blackburn, Ms Rudrum, Ms Gibson and Ms Dobrowolski for making this year's Peer Support so successful.
SaRflH Kwa

Father Daughter breakfast

m

During Term 3, 19 Year ll's took part, with Scotch College boys, in the gruelling 50 mile walk. Spirits were high
as we drove to Dwellingup on the Friday afternoon. Upon arrival, we spent an enjoyable evening getting to know one
another, and were briefed by the teachers on the events of the following day. At 3am the following morning, we were
woken to the drone of bagpipes. We departed oblivious of the agony we would experience when we returned. By
daybreak at about 7am, everyone was enjoying the tranquillity of the bush. By lunch however, the pain had started
to kick in, and we weren't even halfway! We would never have made it without the encouragement of the three MLC
teachers, and the regular food and drinks bussed to us by Scotch. When we watched the sun set, we still had about
15 miles to go. Eventually, all the girls made in to the finish line, teary, linked arm in arm, to greet our proud parents.
We'd done it! Despite our exhaustion, we felt exhilarated about accomplishing such a massive personal achievement.
And having supported each other through the walk, we'd made some close connections.
Somie Yin

The day of the river cruise was eagerly anticipated by the Year ll's. There were many distractions during the week,
especially the Friday of the cruise. When the night eventually arrived, the girls looked glamorous, and some were
accompanied by partners. The DJ started the music as everyone entered, and many girls hit the dance floor, and stayed
there, for the rest of the night! GirLs not on the dance floor were spread out on the boat, enjoying the view.
Unfortunately, the night had to come to a close at 10:30. The Year 11 River cruise was definitely a time none of us will
forget, and we'd like to thank Head of Year, Mrs Dobrowolski, for making it possible, and all the tutors for attending.
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In August, a group of Year ll's and their fathers assembled in the Dining Room to share breakfast. After long
anticipated concerns such as "What will my father do to embarrass me, this year?" were suppressed, a warm and
friendly environment was established. The fathers soon discovered common ground, discussing the usual 'dad' topics
of business, finance, and of course, their daughters, while the girls devoured Lolly bags. We were spoilt with a delicious
hot breakfast, with cereal and fruits for the more health-conscious. Instead of a guest speaker, 10 brave girls took to
the microphone, thanking their fathers for whatever it was that made them so special. The event turned out to be
a great opportunity to share time with our fathers, which a lot of us rarely get, as well as to meet new people.

The Leavers of 2008 are fabulous individuals who are
happy to be known, /uZZ of exciting stories,
messy, beautiful effervescent, hard working,
but most of all human.
{ ro§ ji|6ergt8ii\, fieacf o| year 12 }
All have managed the stress of determining a direction, and have leapt over
the first major hurdle to get there, Year 12, with good humour and intelligent
self-discipline. The warmth and support provided by the close-knit group of Year
12s has been essential.
The Year 12 s have continued to take on challenges in a positive manner.
Motivated and organised, each individual has gathered ideas and information to
assist in a career. These young women have a strong foundation in which
respect, courage and resilience have been imbued.
I wish the 2008 Leavers all the very best. Remember that the story you tell
yourself, the picture you paint, or the song you sing, is up to you. So ‘sing in
tune with who you are and what your universe is,’ stay hopeful, be strong and
hold on to your friends.
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We began the year apprehensive, yet excited. Dressed in our new Year 12 uniforms, the magnitude of the journey
we were about to undertake finally dawned on us. However, there was something far more important to consider before
we could even comprehend the concept of exams - the Ball! After years of anticipation, the night finally came. We were
dressed to impress and we took the Hyatt by storm. The rest of Term 1 was a flurry of activities we were committed
to enjoy, including House swimming, the Year 12 Production and the House Singing and Drama event. However,
Semester 1 exams lurked around the corner...
Term 2

"Well girls, exams are coming up..."
"Don't mention the 'E' word!"
This was an exchange often heard in classes at the beginning of Term 2. We hunkered down for the first onslaught
of exams, suddenly realising that everything counted towards our final marks. Another highlight of Term 2 was the
Interhouse Sports Carnival, which included the clumsy show of the Year 12 versus teachers tug-of-war. After falling
in a heap, we 'moshed' to 'Leavers '08', before proceeding to fall again.
Term 3

Term 3 began the large climb to TEE. Much to our astonishment, we found ourselves applying to universities.
Although homework and stress built up, we still managed to make the most of 'lasts' such as our final House Activities.
We wore our House pride in the most creative ways; all of us head to toe in our respective House colours. Cheered on
by Barclay bystanders, we were pitted against each other in activities such as tug-of-war, three-legged races and flipper
relays. Naturally, the event concluded in a mosh of 'Leavers 08' where we fell in a heap...yet again. We can safely say
we are the most uncoordinated group of Year 12's that has ever attended MLC. Unfortunately, the 'mocks' were soon
upon us, and we were inundated with numerous hours of studying.
Term 4

After two weeks extended study break (not holidays), we returned for the final two weeks high school of our lives!
Activities such as the beach photo, the Valedictory dinner and the Satirical brought upon us the realisation that we
were leaving. We met the end with mixed feelings - we were sad to end this leg of the journey, but excited about the
future. This year has been a rollercoaster of fun, anxieties and excitement. We will never forget the fond memories that
we created together at MLC.
Laiima MeNON and Sonyq Chm

Year 12 Production
On Wednesday 12 March, the Year 12 Drama and Drama Studies students performed Stones from Suburban Road,
by T.A.G. Hungerford, for the Year 12's very last production.
The Year 12's thoroughly enjoyed creating a fantastic performance under the guidance of teachers Mrs Lambert
and Mrs Larsen.
After rehearsing for the first six weeks of term, the one-night-only performance was a great success, with the
audience learning about South Perth in the 1920's.
PnoeBe Comcron and Coty CLtfRNerre
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Class of 2008
jSS&i $8*
TE-7

SORCHO Al.BHQUf’RQW^

Em/ly Alu?n

Amondo Anderson

G£n<?vo Atkinson

Nikki Av<?ry

Anno (Louise) Barr

Notou> Bcirry

\Mitm BevtiMCQua

SavaKa Bilc/ch

Shiloh Blondol

Sorgh Blood

KOTHt’RINC BRONDT

Shonngo Brydon

Ashuygh Coffey

PuoeBe Cc/mc'ron

Shmgy Chon

{ (flagg o|' 2008

Lucy Adcock

'tv

Uy/ng (Desiree) Chong

M/ch^llc Chm

Sonyo Chw

Xue Ijng (Sh^rinc?) Chuo

mam

/" ^

Eliza C*ixopy

Holon Clork*?

•

^ •J* ••••*#!• ••••••••* *

4A

Elconor Cox

TCSSO CrOMOND

Chorlottc Crontock

Liso Crockcr

Tavia De Vartmo

Shcr/don Ewns

Ambcr Fcrrjcr

’ "W

Aycsho Dh*llon-lobrooy

Karc Dixon

Vanessa Edwords

Jcmmo Ford

N/cholo Fostcr

Alcxondro Froncc

Bor boro

Grocc GemiELi

Molly G/lf/llon

Holly Godfrcy

April Goh

Stcpkon/c Goodlod

Lucia Grohom-wood

Gina Groves

V/ctor/o Groy

Sophic Grccr

Kjtty Gwnzbwrg

\\
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Gauzes

Fronccsco Gcory

CiaiRe DeRsie

Class of 2008
mmmm

Wanyw

Guo

Evclyn Hoon

Emma Hons mo

Kyra Hanson

Em mg H(?ndy

Allyson (Ally) Hill

hesHO Jamalwdw

Natthan/t (Docdy)
Jar/yavarapong

Looka Johnston

Caztlyn Jon<?s
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A soldier is a person in an army; a person of military skill or experience. These are the qualities that the Athenians
of 2008 demonstrated. Like the great warriors in history, my loyal, devoted and resilient Athenians stood the toughest
of challenges, from conquering the swimming pool at Challenge Stadium, to defeating Houses on the track at Perry Lakes;
these dignified troops have worn their green colour with pride.
The long-running battle began at the start of the year when Athens came second in the interhouse swimming carnival
behind ancient rivals Olympia. The whole army could taste victory and was a little disappointed when it did not come
their way - but Athens simply built their army up for the next duel. This proved to be the House Singing and Drama day
where the Athenians performed brilliantly, singing Total Eclipse ofthe Heart conducted by Sonya Maher, and IfI Thought
You’d Ever Change Your Mind, conducted by Molly Gilfillan. The Athenian team spirit shone brightly, with each
performance leaving the audience with goose bumps.
The battle for the Athens troops didn’t get any easier. They had to prepare themselves in camouflage clothes and raging
war paint for a battle on the track; a familiar place for Athenian triumph.

Athens stood proud, and
marched with pure skill and agility, in the Interhouse
athletics carnival marching. As the day progressed,
Athens excelled at the track and field events. The green troops performed exceptionally well, receiving second place overall.
I would like to say a huge thank you to Mrs Smith, who stuns a lot of people with her brilliance; although this special
warrior may be small in stature, her power as leader is enormous. She has led this House of champions to excellence and
we would all like to thank her dearly. A big thank you also goes to my wonderful Executive, without whom I simply could
not have managed. To Kathryn Fong and Lalitha Menon, our wonderful arts Executives, to Kate McCormack and
Brittany Pope, our great sports Executives and to Emily Reiffer, the fantastic House secretary, I thank you all from the
bottom of my heart; you have made this year in Athens one to remember.
Lastly, as the Athens leader of 2008, I would like to say thank you to every soldier, every soldier’s mum who prepared
her daughter for battle, every teacher, and every rival who has made an important contribution - you have made me very
proud of this House, and I hope your year in Athens has been as memorable as mine.
K('tty Gmnzbhrg, Athcns House Prcfcct 2008
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Corinth has had a highly successful year, excelling in all areas. With new girls, new tutors, and a large cohort of
Year 7s to welcome into the House, it was a busy, but very enjoyable year. The Executive, led by House Prefect Seon
Hee Yoon, in cooperation with our wonderful Head of House, Ms Buchanan, organised and briefed Corinth for the
wonderful year ahead.
We successfully started the year with a solid third placing in the interhouse swimming carnival. The Corinth bay
at Challenge Stadium was a blur of colourful Hawaiian lei, and purple banners, ribbons and bamboo poles. In a tough
competition with Olympia and Troy, Corinth fought well and was rewarded with pleasing results. Outstanding
performances occurred across the board, especially by the Year 7 s, who were new this year to the combined Senior and
Middle School events.

The point sheets from cross country and athletics indicated
Corinth in first position. The younger years
contributed strongly, winning race after race, and
helping Corinth win both events.
House Singing and Drama was a major event on the calendar, and Corinth once again produced the goods with
very good results in mime and choir, as well as the performance of Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs which placed second.
This year has been a huge success for Corinth, with many memorable moments for the Year 12 s. Thanks to all
House tutors for their constant support, as well as our fabulous Head of House, Ms Buchanan. Thanks also to the House
Executive for its hard work, our House Prefect Seon Hee Yoon, and also to the girls of Corinth who enthusiastically
approached this year’s events to produce outstanding results.
iessica Cohcn, Cor/nth House Executive
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What an incredible year it has been for Olympia! I have been so honoured to be the Olympia captain for 2008;
the spirit and enthusiasm the girls have shown as a House towards every event has been admirable, and I have been
so proud of all the Olympia girls.
The year started with a bang, or rather a splash, with Olympia dominating the swimming carnival and finishing in first
place. With the blessing of the Olympian Gods and Goddess’s (aka the House Executive), Olympia rallied as a House and
provided some amazing support and cheering as our swimmers tore up the pool, and in keeping with our history, won the day.

True to form., Olympia then proceeded to
amaze all with their outstanding results in the House
Singing, Drama and Mime day. Under the talented guidance
of our solitary choir conductress Sarah Ng, our choir came first place, showing talent and individuality with the set song
IfI Thought You’d Ever Change Your Mind, and wowing the judges with their enthusiasm in the great song Lemon Tree.
Ellie Green and Isabella Mony de Kerloy guided our House to victory with their highly enjoyable mime, whilst the
play Robin Hood, directed by Alexa van Leeuwen and Juliet Mann, impressed the judges and scored a well-deserved first
place. Olympia displayed amazing House spirit during the rehearsals, and this was reflected in Olympias tremendous
performances and results.
The athletics carnival, in Term 3, saw Olympia dressed up as 101 Dalmatians, tying in with the 101st year of the College.
There was tremendous enthusiasm displayed by all as Olympia crawled and heeled their way to victory in the march.

The day panned out with our athlete's fighting
hard with a full House of support behind them.
This year has been an awesome one for Olympia and I have been proud to call such an amazing and talented
House my own during my time at MLC. I wish Olympia girls the best of luck in the future, and may your House
spirit bum bright in the years to come!
BR/DGgT Malcolm, Olympm

House Prcpcct
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Smith TeacHeRs: Andreia Dee, Amanda Robertson
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R<?d Ind/ans and Cumese Dragons
Over the years that I have been in the spectacular and enthusiastic House Rome, I have been blown away by the individual
and team efforts and achievements. Being House Prefect in 2008 has been a wonderful and exciting experience, and I am very
proud to have had this opportunity. It has been a very hands-on year, and every Roman was asked to contribute.
This year has been very successful and rewarding for Rome, as we were blessed with our fantastic new Head of House,
Mr Varley, who taught us the new meaning of‘Participation’. He took up his position with enthusiasm, encouraging and
supporting the girls and providing lots of House spirit. We began the year with the swimming carnival.

entertaining piece in which the girls from Years 7, 8 and 9 showed their enthusiasm. House Singing was conducted by
Year 12’s Angela Parker and Sonia Chu, who led two songs: their chosen piece, Get On Up, and the set piece, IfI Thought
You’d Ever Change Your Mind. All the girls showed off their artistic flair by participating in one of the events.
Athletics came next, and I am very proud to say that our theme of ‘Red Chinese Dragons’ blew the judges away, and
we were awarded first place, along with Olympia’s 101 Dalmatians. This was certainly a joint effort from the girls, as they
each designed a piece of the dragon’s body in Tutorial Group and marched under it with pride. Congratulations to Tian
Beckett for being awarded Champion Girl in Year 7.

A

big thank you must go to my Year 9
Middle School House leaders, Madeline wray

and Tasmin Vivian-Williams, for all their help, encouragement and support. To my Executive, Nichola Foster and
Shannae Brydon (sports), Angela Parker and Sarah Louise -Todd (arts) and Isabel Moore (secretary), thanks for your
dedication to the House - I couldn’t have done my job without your hard work and help throughout the year. And to
a true Roman, Mr Varley, thank you so much. Most of all to the Roman House; I am so proud of you all and I wish
you all the very best for the future. Thank you for being so enthusiastic and passionate about Rome.

Kcne ScHeeR, RoMe House PReFecT
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House Singing, Drama and Mime was next on the agenda. Rome girls showed their talents in one of three
performances. The drama performance, Kick Off directed by Shannae Brydon and Kyra Hanson of Year 12, was a
fabulous ensemble effort. The mime play, fail, directed by Sophie Luke and Estelle Lovelady from Year 11, was an

ronjg

from Year 12 and Ella Vivian-Williams in Year 7 being named Champion Girls in their respective year groups. Well done.

|

Each girl made their own Red
Indian head piece, and they maintained their Roman spirit
throughout the day, with Rome coming in
fantastic fourth position . Individual awards were announced, with Kyra Hanson
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2008 has seen the Spartan spirit go from strength to strength as the House took on the mission of pride in every
avenue endeavoured. This year has seen all safari tribe members, from Years 7 to 12, display copious amounts of talent,
enthusiasm, determination and passion, which has taken Sparta’s potential to a new dimension.

The House competition began with the
CUT
a position that
did not reflect the outstanding sprit demonstrated by all competitors on the day, with several girls showing their sporting
expertise in the pool. Special mention goes to Imogen Troedson, who finished third in the Year 11 cohort.
The end of Term 1 saw an opportunity for the girls to redeem themselves out of the pool and on the stage in the
House Singing, Drama and Mime competition. The girls put up a stunning effort and should be very proud, placing third
singing the hits Sweet Talking Woman and IfI Ever Thought You’d Change Your Mind.
This year’s Mime directors, and the cast, created an impressive and entertaining performance in The Wicked Witch,
which led them to a third placing. The Drama cast put on a magnificent performance of Collapsing Modern Rome, and
performed outstandingly on the day.
Pride was written all over the girls’ faces when they were dressed up as different safari animals for the annual athletics
day, held in July. It was a day to remember, filled with thrilling races, from the competitive 100m to the exhilarating
leaderball. Sparta finished fifth, with outstanding performances by Emily Aitken, in Year 10, who placed third overall,
and an exceptional performance by the Year 11 and 12’s to finish second overall in the Senior competition.
Year 9 Co-Captains Sacha Fitzpatrick and Emily Evans have been an amazing help throughout the last semester. One
of the.highlights of the year came from my wonderful Year 12 cohort which was victorious over Rome by six points in our
last ever House activities. Everybody enjoyed the activities in which the Houses battled it out in a test of strength in the
tug-of-war, flipper relay and the hoop relay.

Such a great year could not have happened without the
support and guidance of my wonderful
Executive, and special thanks go to our tremendous
who has
supported and encouraged every girl throughout the year and who has definitely proved to be the driving force behind the
House. The combined efforts of these people, and of the whole of Sparta, have made my role as Sparta House Prefect so
enjoyable. I wish all of you the best of luck for next year and special luck to my successor in 2009; enjoy every minute
and take it all in, because you’ll never experience another year like Year 12.
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{troy}
The sky’s the limit! Blue is the colour of the sky and thus, by process of elimination, rules over the whole world.
We had some wins this year!
At the start of the year, the swimming theme was Blue’s Clues and we paw-printed clues across Challenge Stadium.
We hinted at our awesome feats to come with steps onto the podium, and first place (of course). We came fourth, which
was a fabulous finish!
House Singing, Drama and Mime day was the usual wonderful storm of performance expertise. Our killer play was
Drop DeadJuliet, directed by Holly Godfrey and Phoebe Cameron. Troy finished fantastic fourth. Our momentous Mime
melodrama was titled The Fishing Trip, and many fish were caught, along with fourth place, thanks to our Mime directors
Gemma White and Jacinta Morgan. But choir took the cake with conductors Catherine Clarnette and myself leading Troy
in singing Obla dee, Obla da by the Beatles and IfI Thought You’d Ever Change Your Mindhy John Cameron and arranged
by Catherine. Overall, we came a successful second in Singing.

Our cunning cross country runners
cleared the ovals of Perry Lakes this year with
style and panache. Endurance and
enthusiasm being Troys middle name, we sailed through to the finish with smiles and a terrific third result.
The interhouse Tennis team volleyed its way into a tidy third position, while interhouse Volleyball spiked their
way into fantastic fourth with endless rallies.
The Athletics carnival featured a Smurf theme with Year 12 Trojans blue from head to toe, aided by the incredible
cold of the day! Thanks to wonderful Ms McKerras for her fantastic costume expertise which kept us stylishly themed
in the great ’08.
A big thank you to my Year 9 House Leaders, Lauren Ferreira and Melissa Zuidersma, who have acted auspiciously
in their new positions and played a reliable role in assisting House organisation and announcements, and continued
terrific Troy spirit within the Middle School.

Thank also to the House Executive for their work
this year: our sensational secretary, Sheridan Evans our super
sports captains Sophie Greer and Stephanie Van Lohuizen, and our astonishing arts captains Catherine Clarnette and
Tessa Cramond. And all would be lost without our mighty House Head, Ms McKerras.
I had a fabulous year and was honoured to be elected to this position. Troy boasts a wonderful bunch of spirited and
enthusiastic girls. Never lose your style Trojans - the world is yours to rule!
Amy Yurhom, Troy

Hotise Prcfcct
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{art? prefers}

Molly G/lf/llon and Ph0?b? Q/mc'ron

“Art washes from the soul the dust of everyday life.” - Picasso
As Arts Prefects, we could often be found rushing around backstage, hurriedly
scribbling down introductions, and racking our brains for puns to keep audiences
amused as we hosted a range of performances.

We have been fortunate to partake in the Arts
portfolio and throughout the year; we realised the importance
of the Arts within the College.
MLC provides students with various opportunities to develop and nurture
their creativity, be it performing on stage through Theatre Arts, Dance and Music,
or creating visual masterpieces through the Media and Visual Arts Departments;
MLC girls are forever contributing to the Arts.
The 2008 calendar included the Europe Music and NIDA Drama tours, music
and dance concerts, drama productions and art exhibitions, which all celebrated
the Arts.
Our schedule began with the annual Interhouse Singing, Drama and Mime
festival for Middle and Senior School girls. We later hosted Arts Day, and the
eagerly anticipated Talent Quest, which was an opportunity for students to
showcase their creative abilities to their peers. The Drama department had an
exciting year, with a group of girls participating in workshops at NIDA, where
actors such as Cate Blanchett trained.

The highly successful Music tour of
Europe saw 81 girls travel to Paris, Vienna
Graz and Montreux.
The performance opportunities, culturally-rich environment and hard work
and dedication of the staff and students, resulted in a thoroughly enjoyable and
rewarding experience.
Other performances highlighted the diversity of MLC’s creative departments, and
were testament to the dedication, talent and enthusiasm of MLC staff and students
alike. Over the year, we have seen students flourish under the creative spotlight.
We are truly privileged to have worked with talented students, and encourage
all MLC girls to continue to feed their artistic and creative passions as they
proceed through life.
“If music be the food of love, play on.” - Shakespeare
Molly GiLFZLLaN cznd Pwoese CaMeRON, Arts PRCFecTS
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Amnesty Intcrnat/onc/l

argriegtY Internationa^ }

Every term, the committed members of MLC's Amnesty International group put their heads together to organise
a fundraiser that will raise awareness and funds for various campaigns, issues and organisations concerning the
violation of human rights.
In Term 2, the girls donned their cooking aprons and readied petitions for a busy cake and cookie sale. We were
especially excited to sell special Amnesty badges, for the first time, as a part of the organisation's Uncensor China Campaign.
While Senior and Middle School students indulged in an irresistible selection of scrumptious home-baked treats, the
badges and petitions shed a more serious light on the current issue of internet censorship in China. While Australians
enjoy relatively easy access to news on political issues and activities through the internet, Chinese citizens are often
denied this privilege. The cake and badge stall raised a substantial total of $560, which went to Amnesty International.
The day proved to be fun and enlightening for many, and Amnesty members were pleased to see the petitions filled
up with signatures, and the girls all decked with badges and big, cakey smiles.
T/FFaNY WAN (2ND feNNA ONG, Y«2R 11

Dc/nc<? N/ght
Before the curtains opened for MLC's amazing Dance Night, the Amnesty International group took the opportunity to
raise both money and awareness of current Amnesty International issues. The group worked hard preparing posters and
petitions for the food stall. The girls prepared cuisine from all around the world in order to match Dance Night's cultural
theme. From coffees and teas, to spring rolls, chocolate fudge and pizzas, we managed to successfully raise $175.
Special thanks to Mrs Poulton-Raas and Miss McKerras who, as the teacher representatives of the MLC Amnesty
International group, helped us to organise this event. They put in an incredible effort and are always very supportive
of our group.
Kathryn Droppcrt and Eceni Pratt, YeaR 11
PR0M<?TH£?flNS

{

pronjetfrear^s

2008 was a great year for Prometheans, which was launched with guest speaker Jarrod McKenna challenging
us to think about being peace activists. Jarrod won an international award for his work bridging the cultural gap
in Indonesia, and his lifestyle challenged those of us with consumerist tendencies!
2002 Collegian, Janna Di-Lallo, spoke about her work setting up a school for orphans in Addis Ababa in Ethiopia.
Janna has been working on this initiative since high school and we look forward to seeing it come to fruition.
In June, 2007 Head Girl Holly Ransom reported on the 2020 Summit in Canberra, which she attended as the
youngest adult member. Holly gave a comprehensive report on the discussions, visions and ideas generated at the
Summit for the future of Australia.
Simon Freitag, who is a regular contributor to Prometheans, brought his perspective as a criminal defence
lawyer, and improved our understanding of the legal system and crime in our society.
Bernard Kerr, another regular speaker for Prometheans, brought a unique perspective to the development
of ideas in Post Modernism and art in Australian history, through a journey into the realm of semiotics and semantics

}

derived through art.
Rohalla Haidari spoke about his experience as a refugee. Rohalla grew up under the Taliban regime and fled
his country around the age most of us start high school. Since making Australia his home, he has completed a degree
at Notre Dame and wants to work for the United Nations, to utilise the four languages he speaks.
John Webb spoke about the nature of masculinity in our society - a rare insight for our girls - touching
on the 'deflect, dismiss and deny' response whenever issues of conflicting ethics emerge for men.
Our last speaker for the year was former Premier of Western Australia, Richard Court. Richard came to
us with a wealth of experience in both business and politics in Western Australia.
ReveReND Ann£ Wr/ght, Chaplain
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The College entered two teams in the 2008 Mock
Trial competition, with all girls performing brilliantly.
The Year 11 team combined well to win their first
trial in grand style. Their willingness and enthusiasm
to prepare and present their cases at the District Court
was wonderful to watch. The girls displayed an amazing
competitive approach with the barristers, witnesses and
judges associate working well together as a formidable
team. Although the girls did not reach the finals, their
first taste of court room battle has them impatiently
waiting for 2009.
The Year 12 team of Elisa Travaglione, Stephanie
Goodlad, Isabel Moore, Sam Salekian, Tess Thompson,
Laura Clarke and Hannah Reed had great success
reaching the finals in fine styLe. Their very competitive
style took many opposing teams by surprise, with
even the judges commenting on their strong cross
examinations and breaking witnesses. The girls
performed as a very organised and enthusiastic team
and they really got a taste for court room battle;
a battle they thoroughly enjoyed engaging in.
I would like to thank all the girls who participated
in this year's mock law trials and I'm sure Methodist
Ladies' CoLlege will be one of the teams to beat in 2009.
David Ford, Head

of

Society

and

{rgocfi tna|js}

Environment

Debating
"Are our elected representatives out of touch?"
"Will'sorry' solve everything?" And, "Should we legalise
euthanasia?" The MLC debating teams challenged these
propositions as part of the annual Western Australian
Debating League (WADL) competition. Students from
Years 8 to 12 participated in five rounds of invigorating
debates during Terms 1 and 2, with one of our Year 8
teams coming equal first in their division and almost
making the finals!
This season, some girls participated for the first
time, experiencing the challenge and adrenalin of
debating. The Senior School girls further developed
their debating skills. Regardless of the year group and
the occasional seemingly inarguable topics, all students
built on their team work, argument techniques and
confidence, as well as world knowledge.
Thanks to debating co-coordinator Ms Crowhurst,
and to Ms Fernandes and Ms Shadbolt for coaching two
of our Year 8 teams. Special congratulations to all girls
who participated, and good luck for next year!
Stephanie Goodlad, Debating Captain, Year 12

Junior

DeBCZT/NG
This year, there were two junior debating teams
from MLC. We competed in the West Australian
Debating League (WADL) every two to three weeks
at Christ Church Grammar School. We had some very
challenging debates including, "True democracy
requires women in Parliament" and "It is better to live
on you feet, than die on you knees." Debating was an
enjoyable and educational experience which helped us
improve our public speaking skills and gain confidence.
Overall, debating was a fun challenge. We look forward
to participating next year.

Liesl HEeKS

and

CurriCu

j de6af;ir|ti'}

vr»« fti
Drwm'Nd

YeciR 8 DeBGTZNG
This year the argumentative Year 8's collected into
three oversized debating teams and participated in
intense debates on some very creative topics. Some
of the topics included, "WA'should secede" and "That
school should have compulsory physical education."
Through debating, we have learnt substantial new
debating and speech-making techniques, enabling us
to convince the audience that our point of view is right!
Elizabeth Matthews, YeAR 8

Sarah Latham, Year 9
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{visual art?}
2008 saw the successful merging and implementation of a new vision within Visual Arts, Media Studies and
Information Communication Technology learning areas. The mandate of the new Creative Arts Department is to increase
awareness of student artworks within the College and the wider community. To achieve this, we displayed outstanding
Year 11 and 12 photographs from Visual Communications students in Sumner House, and the creative artworks of the
Visual Arts students were displayed in Langsford House and throughout the administration building. These works
received much interest and praise from students, staff and visiting prospective parents.
The Creative Arts Department hosted activities during the year including the ‘Make a beating heart workshop on
Valentines Day on the Great Court, and Senior School students participated in t-shirt workshops.

The students created t-shirt transfers of their
personalised designs using Photoshop and then applied the design and embellished
and customised their t-shirt with a range of sewing techniques and haberdashery items.
During Saturday workshops, Year 12 TEE Art students honed their detailed drawing skills with local graphic artist
Jimi Doumas, learnt bookmaking with Melbourne artist Lucy Lee, or experienced paint pouring techniques with Di Cubitt.
Year 12 TEE Art students were given the opportunity to visit the Art Gallery of Western Australia to see Perspectives, an
exhibition of works chosen from 2007 TEE students, including two pieces by 2007 MLC graduate Melissa Gunner.
Year 12 TEE Art students produced some wonderful drawings resulting from a ‘life’ drawing session. The session extended
the students’ skills for the production ofTEE studio pieces.
Term 2 saw a collaborative effort by the Creative Arts and Home Economics Departments with the ‘Great Knit,’
which provided the school community an opportunity to learn an ‘old-fashioned’ skill whilst socialising with friends.
MLC students, their families and staff completed 555 brightly coloured knitted squares that were donated to Anglicare’s
annual ‘Knit In’, joined into blankets by volunteers and distributed to those in need.

Japanese students from KOBE College took part in
journal making workshops and produced some
beautiful detailed travel journals to take home as
a memento of their visit to MLC.
.,

Throughout the year, many Senior School students attended the afternoon Art Club which afforded the students
the time to catch up on coursework, receive additional assistance from staff, or prepare entries for competitions such
as The Shaun Tan Competition for Young artists.
Artworks by students from Kindergarten to Year 12 have been displayed throughout the campus and displayed in
the annual Term 4 exhibition which showcased the depth and diversity of MLC students. This year’s exhibition, with
the theme New Directions, featured a range of artistic mediums including photography, animation and film production,
as well as painting, drawing, ceramics, printmaking, sculpture and textiles. ‘New Directions’ reflected the vision of the
Creative Arts Department as we prepare to move into the new Middle School building, and implement the new Year 11
Visual Arts course of study.
In keeping with the Creative Arts philosophy of New Directions, the Heather Lamont Festival in 2008 sported a new
look, and students were invited to paint small canvases that reflected their personal response to the theme.
Ljnny Druces, H«jd of Art
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Media students from Year 7 to 12 have been busy undertaking activities including in-depth investigations, responses
to particular stimuli and production elements. Students learnt about and produced work from media formats such as
advertising, film, television, digital and darkroom photography, animation, documentaries, newspapers and magazines.
Students also developed impressive skills utilising industry standard software, the Adobe Creative Suite.
Year 12 students undertook theoretical lessons combined with production work. After studying film movements,
history and auteur directors, the students created original short films. In Semester 2, they assessed the persuasive ability
of the media on and in our society via newspapers, photography, magazines, film and documentaries. At production time,
the girls represented subcultures by creating fictional magazine layouts.
In their study of popular culture,

Year 11 students looked at television drama
by investigating a show and looking at how it influenced
popular cultur e, then producing a television show representing the style of their
chosen decade. They also analysed photojournalism and captured exceptional images which were featured in the Creative
Arts Exhibition in October.
A range of media forms were studied by Year 10 Media students, including television, drama, photography and short
films, combined with production elements. Year 9 students learnt about the world of advertising, and techniques
employed in the promotion of products and services. The challenges of darkroom photography were faced with
enthusiasm and Year 9 students tested their skills using black and white film cameras.
Year 8 students learnt about animation, and after designing and building their own characters, they produced short
animations. Later in the year, the focus was on developing technical skills by creating short films. In Year 7, the girls
studied film and the conventions of promotional posters, and used Photoshop and original photographs to create posters.
A separate project on music video clips resulted in some fantastic work!
In Visual Communication and Design, Year 11 Photography students improved their camera and darkroom processing
skills and demonstrated complex artistic techniques to achieve fantastic results. Year 12 Photography students completed
the technically demanding ‘Joiner’ technique to produce effective imagery in both the chemical and digital darkrooms.
The girls produced symbolic images by experimenting with traditional darkroom processing systems and advanced
computer editing. The resulting photographs were featured in the media section of the Creative Arts Exhibition.
2008 saw the Year 12 s sit a TEE exam for.the new course of study, Applied Information Technology, which combined
theoretical study with production and performance pieces. Completed work included the design of a table top ordering
system that could be used in a restaurant. The Year ll’s experimented with a variety of software applications throughout
the year using images collected at the zoo.
Year 7 and 8 Information Communication Technology students investigated a variety of software packages including
Outlook, Microsoft Explorer, Word, Excel and PowerPoint, which they used to create an interactive presentation. The
program included the use of digital cameras and manipulation of images. With the introduction of Adobe CS3, the basics
of Photoshop, Fireworks and Illustrator were also covered. The Year 9 s learnt about creating and manipulating images
using Adobe Photoshop and Fireworks and they were introduced to animation software. The students also created their
own websites using HTML.
Year 10 Information Technology students demonstrated their skills creating images, city skylines and posters using
Photoshop CS3 Extended. Students then tackled programs such as Dreamweaver, Fireworks, Illustrator and InDesign
in the creation of detailed and informative websites.
SH£2RL££N OLSfiN CIND HtMTHgR BROM6LL, CReOTi've ARTS Te£ZCH6RS
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TuecnRe Arts Dc'pc/rtmcnt
Our action-packed program of events started with
the Year 12 Production of the play Stones From
Suburban Road which was enthusiastically received by
the audience. The end of Term 1 brought the fun of the
House Singing, Drama and Mime concert. The six House
plays showed a variety of styles, from Pantomime, to
a contemporary murder thriller. The Year 11 Mime
directors created wonderful mimes, and the Year 12
House play directors learnt about the leadership and
organisational skills required to bring a play to life.
During the Term 1 holidays, Mrs Lambert, Mrs Larsen
and Miss McKerras took 24 Year 11 and 12 Drama
students to Sydney on the biennial Drama tour.
Highlights included a tour of the Sydney Opera House,
watching Billy Elliot and the Rocky Horror Show, and
working at NIDA with some of the best acting tutors
in Australia!
Term 2 started with the College Production camp
where we started rehearsing for Romeo and Juliet.
Our rehearsals continued throughout Term 3. It was a
beautiful show. The following week, we started rehearsals
for the Middle School Production, and the week after
that, we held Dance Night with more than 300 talented
dancers from Years 7 to 12, who danced to the theme,
Destination Unknown. In Term 3, we hosted the IGSSA
Dance Festival, and we ended the term with the Year 12
Drama and Drama Studies students performing Solo Night;
a selection of original solo productions and scripted
monologues. Term 4 brought the Middle School
Production of four short plays, directed by ex-MLC
students, and we finished with the Year 11 Drama
Night, Segments. During the year, we took students to
see theatre including A Midsummer Night's Dream and

The Middle School Production showed the talents
of our Year 7's, 8's and 9's in four short plays.
School Camp was written and directed by Claire
Williams (2005) and was based on her experiences
of Year 9 Outdoor Education camps at MLC!
The second play was Trouble in Toyland, written
and directed by Julia Petrecivic (2003). It was based
on Enid Blyton's The Magic Faraway Tree. Our favourite
characters, Moonface, the Saucepan Man, and the lively
children, told the enchanting story.
Two Weeks With Queen, directed by Alana Maitland
and Sophie Stewart (2007), was a tear-jerker about
a young boy and his fight to save his brother.
The final play, Unusual Suspects, was directed
by student teacher Emma Rough and featured the
fairytale characters Red Riding Hood, Cinderella,
and the seven dwarves.
Well done to all the creative people, as well as
the staff, cast and crew - it was a special evening
and the audience thoroughly enjoyed it!
JoDee LaMBeRT, Heao of Th«jtr£ Arts

Oh What a Lovely War.
In Dance classes, students looked at different
cultures and styles, and explored original choreography
and new dance skills. In Drama, we experienced theatre
history, examined a range of different theatrical styles,
and created original theatre in all years.
Thanks to every student who has participated in our
events, and all the hard working, devoted teachers of
Theatre Arts who have pulled such a vibrant and
energetic program together. Bravo to you all!
JoDee Lambert, HeaD of THeaTRe Arts
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IGSSA Dance Festival
More than 300 students from the eight IGSSA
schools came together at MLC to present an
entertaining program.
MLC presented two items; Lose Control and
iGeneration, choreographed by Year 11 students Jade
Beck, Alexandra Beeck, Elizabeth Thomas, Sarah Kwa
and Sophie Yin.
This year, MLC choreographers worked with
30 dancers and met once a week for 10 weeks.
The choreographers learnt organisation and time
management skills, as well as patience and
cooperation. There was a special bond between
the choreographers and their dancers.
Congratulations to the choreographers and dancers.

o il 'll V

Jan URBiNi, Dance Coordinator

Destination: Unknown
Congratulations to all students who participated in the 2008 Dance Night! Destination: Unknown was an enjoyable
and exciting experience for the performers and the audience as they were taken on a journey around the world. Our
night was led by the Arts Prefects Molly Gilfillan and Phoebe Cameron, who guided us on the journey as backpackers
racing around the world. Their wit and personalities won the audience over from the moment they stepped on stage.
Many cultures were celebrated through dance, whilst our guides investigated the historical aspects of each country.
This year's performance was a great success involving nearly 300 Dance students from Years 7 to 12, and four
choreographers from the Theatre Arts Department.
SraNNe

Kmsey, TeacHeR of THeOTRe Arts
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{ year 12 golo rjitffit}
The creative Year 12 Drama and Drama Studies
students created wonderful plays with just one
character. Each of the girls performed their piece
in Hadley Hall to around 100 spectators.
On the night, the students had a choice to perform
their original play, or a scripted monologue from
a published play.
The characters that were portrayed on stage included
muesli bars, superheroes, visitors to Paris, pens, teenage
mothers and a fair smattering of mental patients.
Well done to all the wonderful performers; you were
interesting, inspiring and creative, and the audience
enjoyed your work!
JoDee Lambert, H«zd of Thoatri? Arts

{ year 12 produUjrorL}
The Year 12 Drama and Drama Studies students had
to learn a lot about the history of South Perth for the
Year 12 Production, Stones From Suburban Road, as it
was set in the riverside suburb during the 1920's.
The actors had to continuously change characters and
portray places such as jetties and various animals!
The Year 12 girls recreated the bygone era with
energy and commitment, and the play was performed to
a small, but enthusiastic audience. The lovely pastel set
and costumes complemented the girls' fine acting.
Well done to both Year 12 Drama classes, and to
Mrs Lambert and Mrs Larsen for preparing the play in
such a short rehearsal time!
iooee Lambort, HeaD of IheaTRe Arts
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The Music Department in 2008 has continued to provide students with unique performance opportunities, and
entertain audiences. The depth and strength of the Instrumental and Choral program has been a feature this year and
was highlighted during the successful Music tour to Europe in Term 2. The tour gave students from Years 7 to 13 the
opportunity to perform at some of the most prestigious venues in Europe.
The Chorale achieved unprecedented success, being awarded a Gold and Silver Medal at the prestigious World Choir
Games, in Graz, for their performances in the Childrens Choir and Open Sacred Categories. The Barbershop was awarded
a Silver Diploma in the Popular Choral music category of the competition.

Two significant highlights of the tour were the wonderful
performances of the Jazz Band at the Montreal
Jazz Festival and the performance of the Senior
Symphony Orchestra at the
Summa Cum Laude Festival. The orchestra was awarded second
place and given the honour of performing the World Premier of the Hymn commissioned for the festival.
The Methodist Ladies’ College and Christ Church Grammar School Concerto Night was an evening of outstanding
music with brilliant, mature performances of an extraordinarily high level from the orchestra and soloists, which
continued to set new benchmarks for musical standards at the College.
Our Year 12 soloists (some of whom already hold AMusA and LRSM Performance Diplomas) were breathtaking,
and performances by Katherine Brandt, Anna Buckeridge, Catherine Clarnette, Molly Gilfillan, Bridget Malcolm,
Sonya Maher, Stephanie Sim and Eliza Wallace will be remembered in years to come.
2008 was filled with many outstanding performances, some of which you will read about in the music reports that
follow, but none of this would have been possible without the hardworking, professional staff of the Music Department.
I would like to pay tribute to the Music staff, both full and part-time, who have continued to build the social rapport
and skills necessary for the girls to achieve the sounds of wonderful music. I also thank parents for their significant
contribution in so many ways, whether as part of the Music Support Group, transporting daughters to and from
rehearsals, or just a friendly word of encouragement.
Finally, but most importantly, I would like to thank the girls for their outstanding achievements and wonderful
music making. 1 look forward to an exciting 2009!
AR Bobby Gaux>, Director

of

Mhsic

EiiROpe Music Tour
On 27 June, an excited group of students and teachers set off on a once-in-a-life time journey on the MLC Music tour
- La Destination Premiere: Paris. The beautiful streets of Paris instantly captivated the somewhat bleary-eyed travellers.
The Eiffel Tower was their first real experience of Paris. Other highlights included performing and spending a day at Euro
Disney, visiting the Notre Dame, and free time roaming the streets of Paris. Chorale, after many late-night rehearsals, had •
the honour of performing at La Madeleine.
In Vienna, Senior Symphony was awarded an extremely close second in the Summa Cum Laude Festival, and was
invited to perform the world premiere of the Summa Cum Laude Anthem at the Gala concert.
Graz followed, with gold and silver medals for Chorale. The girls in Chorale performed an intense and emotional
performance during the finals and proved to themselves they are a world class choir. Both Chorale and Barbershop were
up against people of different ages and from all over the world. They represented MLC and Australia with great distinction.
“If you want to find peace, go to Montreux,” Freddie Mercury once said. This proved true for many at our final
destination. The clear sky, blue waters and snow-capped mountains were sufficiently serene to calm the excited Jazz Band
members. Jazz Band drew in large audiences across their three performances, and were filmed for a TV segment.
The trip was a truly unique and incredible journey. The camaraderie of the girls was a tribute to the College and Music
Department. Thanks to everyone who made it possible, especially Mr Gallo, whose commitment to excellence allowed
us to shine under the international spotlight.
KtfTHRYN DRGPPeKT, YfflR 11
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This year, the 20-piece Jazz Band added the
venerated Montreux Jazz Festival, in Switzerland, to
their performance calendar. The group was the only
school band to be invited to perform at the Festival,
having impressed the organisers during the College's
last tour to Europe, in 2005. The Jazz Band represented
MLC and Australia at the event.
While in Europe on the 2008 Music tour, the Jazz
Band performed at Euro Disney.
The group is unique as it is a rare, all-girl band.

{ rocffi 6ai\cf}
The MLC rock band, The Art Of, includes two
guitarists, a bass guitar, a keyboard player, a drummer
and a vocalist. The band rehearses every week under
the guidance of guitar teacher Craig Pinkney.
The band aims to improve by performing gigs both
inside and out of school.
The band entertains its audiences with new music
from well known and unheard of artists. The members
are currently working on an original song, which they
hope to perform soon at one of their gigs.
GeoRaina KIngslcy, YeaR 10

Junior Jazz B</n»
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Every Tuesday morning, Verdi room is filled with
tired, but enthusiastic, students from Years 7 to 9,
with musical instruments ranging from clarinets and
flutes, to trumpets and trombones. These girls are
members of Concert Band, an auditioned ensemble with
about 30 members. Under the direction of conductor,
Mrs McRae, we have had the opportunity to pLay a
range of pieces including Three Faces of Kilimanjaro,
Ghosts in the Graveyard, Somewhere/Maria, as welL as
songs from the musical, West Side Story, and a medley
of pieces from the movie, Pirates of the Caribbean.
Throughout the year, we have performed at events
including the MLC Semester 1 and 2 music concerts,
WA Schools Band Festival (also known as the ABODA
Festival), and the Per Ardua RecitaL.
Concert Band has been a valuable experience for all
students involved, and we look forward to continuing
in the group in the years to come.

The Junior Concert Band rehearses each Thursday
from 7 to 8.15am. The girls from Years 4 to 6 play
a variety of instruments including flutes, clarinets,
French horn, trumpets, saxophone and percussion.
Some of the pieces we have been playing are George
of the Jungle, Themes from Harry Potter (Hedwig's
Theme and Harry's Wondrous World) and Colours of the
Wind. The Junior Concert Band has performed these
pieces to some large audiences. Everyone enjoyed the
fun pieces Mrs McRae chose for us.
The Band includes players from beginners to advanced.
No matter what the level of playing ability and ensemble
technique, the girls improved a lot as the year progressed.
Mrs McRae encouraged us to practice often as "practice
makes perfect".
The Junior School Concert Band initially consisted
of 16 members, but grew to 30 by the end of the year.
We are always open to new members. The girls would like
to thank Mrs McRae for the wonderful job she has done.
Chandler Pykc, YeaR 6

Rose McDoweLL, Yeas. 8

Concert Band
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Junior Symphony Orchestra is an auditioned
ensemble consisting of girLs from Years 6 to 10,
conducted by Mrs Grubb. We rehearse twice a week.
Our main performance this year was the ABODA
Festival, which was held at Perth Modern School. Our
program consisted of March from Carmen, Dance of the
Sugar Plum Fairy, Waltz of the Flowers and Forrest Gump.
We were awarded an 'Excellent' in this festival We also
played in the Semester 1 and 2 concerts, which went
very well. We have thoroughly enjoyed being part of
the Junior Symphony Orchestra of 2008, and we are
very proud of our achievements.
Scircm A/tkcn ond Amy SreveNSDN, Yeae. 8
mmmmamaammm
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The Symphony Orchestra consists of approximately
70 students from Years 7 to 12. Conducted by Mr Gallo,
the orchestra is of a high standard, and it is a privilege
and honour to be a part of such a rewarding ensemble.
The orchestra has enjoyed an amazing year of
performances and achievements. The first half of the
year was spent in preparation for the 2008 European
Music tour, learning highly challenging repertoire such
as Beethoven's First Symphony and Elevator Music by

* Junior Symphony Orchestra

Australian composer Graeme Koehne.
On the tour, we participated in the Summa Cum
Laude Festival, where our performance in the Golden
Hall of Vienna was awarded second place in the
Symphony Orchestra category. We were also asked to
perform the premiere of the Festival's anthem at the
closing ceremony, and while in Europe, we performed at
Euro Disney in Paris, and at smaLler villages in Austria.

IB

!'
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In Term 3, we performed at the WA Schools'
Orchestra Festival at Perth Modern School. We presented
our program from the tour, including a piece combined
with the Senior Jazz Band called Stop, and we were
awarded an 'Outstanding' in the Premier division.
We began a busy rehearsal schedule for the
combined MLC/CCGS Concerto Night, which was an
opportunity for the Year 12 TEE music students to be
accompanied by the orchestra. This year, in particular,
we accomplished some technically demanding pieces,
such as Rachmaninov's 1st and 2nd piano concertos,
Sarasate's Gypsy Airs, and Edward Elgar's Cello Concerto
in E Minor. All concertos went extremely well and the
soloists performed exceptionally.
CaTHeit/Ne CLaRNerre, YeciR 12

* Symphony Orchestra
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Prccst/ Str/ng Quartet

C ur

After their second consecutive win at the Kwinana
Eisteddfod last year, 2008 proved to be another success
for the Presti String Quartet, which rehearsed tirelessly
every Monday afternoon with chamber music expert
Mr Babic. Rehearsals were never boring, as Mr Babic
came with fresh ideas and musical insight. Memorable
examples include his use of the words: 'organic',
'fat-free', Monsters Inc, 'volcano', and 'cake, icing and
sprinkles' to help the Quartet interpret the music.
The Presti String Quartet was awarded Gold at the
AUSTA String Festival for its performance of Beethoven
String Quartet Nol, 1st Movement. Other highlights
of the year included playing at a wedding, a College
Council dinner, and the Semester Music concerts.
In Term 3, the Quartet prepared a Mendelssohn
String Quartet for the North of Perth Music Festival,
and welcomed a new member. Together with guitarist
Stephanie Jones, the Quartet rehearsed and performed
the fandango-like Boccherini Guitar Quintet.
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MaRLeNe CRONe, YeaR 11
All^gr/ Tr/o
2008 saw Eliza Wallace, Jasmin Parkinson-Stewart
and Alyssa Weinstein create a trio out of what was
previously the Allegri String Quartet. This genre was
new and enjoyable, and although it was sometimes
a challenge, our tutor, Mr Babic, always managed to
find interesting pieces and arrangements for two
violins and a cello.

lf i
iusioR StR/NG ORCH£'STR£/

The Allegri Trio performed in the AUSTA String
Festival (winning a gold award), as well as playing
music in the foyer at MLC concerts and at weddings.
Chamber music has been a pleasure to play with
Mr Babic's guidance, and has involved many laughs.
The Trio has thoroughly enjoyed playing together and
hope to continue doing so in the future.

Euza WacLace, YeaR 12
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During our three-week European tour in the July
school holidays, we were treated to the jaw-dropping
scenery of Austria, France and Switzerland, where we
performed in magnificent churches and music halls.
The 60 members, from Years 7 to 12, left a few
mouths open with their performances at the World
Choir games in Graz. Chorale came away with gold and
silver medals for our performances of Waltzing Matilda,
And So It Goes, Nella Fantasia and I Te Vurria Vasa.
While the European tour was the highlight of the
year, there were many stand-out experiences within
and around the school. The year got off to a cracking
start with a three day camp at Rottnest Island, where
we sang ourselves hoarse whiLe learning a vast amount
of mainly a cappella repertoire.
We also gave our vocal chords a work out at College
Sunday, the Joondalup Eisteddfod, and the Per Ardua
Musicale, all of which gave us a chance to perfect our
performance skills. We come to the end of the year
armed, not only with a swag of achievements, but also
many musical memories to cherish in years to come.
And that's the best note to end on.

Barbershop started the busy year with the Rottnest
Chorale camp and the annual Barbershop workshop,
where the members worked hard on their repertoire in
preparation for the tour to Europe. Barbershop
continued tradition and performed at Semester 1 and 2
Concerts, the Per Ardua Concert, Rotary Fair, Jazz in the
Park, and House Singing, Drama and Mime finals.
Barbershop worked hard to learn the repertoire for
Cabaret Night. The girls performed fantastically in their
new outfits, which they designed for the much
anticipated European tour.
Leading up to the tour, Barbershop improved greatly
under the guidance of Mrs Grubb, Barbershop specialist
Gina D'Souza, and visiting international barbershop
coaches and choreographers. A month before leaving for
the tour, the girls attended a rehearsal with Australian
Barbershop champions, Perth Harmony Chorus.
On tour, Barbershop loved performing at Euro Disney,
in small towns outside of Vienna and at the World Choir
Games, in Graz. Barbershop delivered a strong and
entertaining performance in the competition in Graz,
where they were awarded a Silver DipLoma. The girls
competed against professional a capella groups and
enjoyed listening to the wide variety of talent.
In Term 3, we said goodbye to some long-standing
members and welcomed eight new singers. Semester 2
has seen us enjoy learning new repertoire, introduce
the new singers to this artform, and perform at the
IGSSA Dance Night and the Joondalup Eisteddfod. We
look forward to another exciting year in 2009!
Kothryn Droppi?rt ,YeaR 11, Ksauhau BoGDQNrcH, YeaR 11
qnd ReNee Mao, YeaR 10

BRONTe Yomng, YeciR 12
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Barclay Cho/rs
The Barclay choirs have been preparing the
repertoire for their many and varied performances
throughout the year. The Semester 1 concert gave our
Year 3/4 choir the opportunity to shine with This OT
Man, and the Year 5/6 choir sang Takadamu. At the
Heather Lamont Day, the Year 5/6 choir performed The
Drunken Sailor and a challenging arrangement of
Johnson Boys, with a body percussion interlude.
With new conductor Catherine McRae, the choirs
performed at the Semester 2 concert. The Year 3/4 choir
sang Colours of the Wind from Pocohontas, and the Year

£

«ftS

Ycur 3/4 Ciifi/K

5/6 choir sang the swing number Chattanooga Choo Choo.
At the Junior Concert in Term 4, the Year 5/6 Choir
performed Under the Umbrella and the all-time favourite
Raindrops Keep Falling on my Head. All the choirs then
joined their classmates to celebrate their year in song,
dance and drama. It was the culmination of a wonderful
year of music making for both Barclay choirs.
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7 Choir

Geottda Corcy, Ywik 7

YeaR

8 Choir
This year, the Year 8 elective Choral Singing was
offered. The choir is made up of 25 participants and
is conducted by Mrs Grubb and assisted by Mr Gallo;
together they have made our learning experience
challenging and fun!

The choir rehearses three times a fortnight with
warm ups, new repertoire and practise. This year, we
have performed at the MLC Semester 1 and 2 concerts
and we represented MLC at the Joondalup Eisteddfod.

P mm
Yean 7 Choir

}

The Year 7 Choir had a busy year in 2008. To gain
a place in the choir, Year 7 girls were required to
audition. Rehearsals, for the successful applicants, were
held once a week after school. We sang a variety of
songs including Rubber Duckie, Take These Wings and
Boogie Woogie Bugle Boy. The choir performed at the
Semester 1 and 2 Concerts, the Per Ardua Musicate and
the Joondalup Eisteddfod.
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Jessica Watson, Y«/r 8

YeaR 9 Choir
Choral Singing was a timetabled class for Year 9
in 2008. The girls learnt the intricacies of choral
technique. The choir performed at the MLC Semester 1
and 2 concerts and the Joondalup Eisteddfod. The Choir
delighted listeners with People Get Ready, a medley of
songs from Sister Act, and songs from Grease. We look
forward to the future development of our choral
technique as we audition for the Senior choirs.
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Cantabile is an auditioned choir with over
40 members from Years 7 to 11. We rehearse every
Thursday morning with our experienced and
entertaining conductor, Mrs Grubb. We have performed
at various occasions this year, including College
Sunday, Semester 1 and 2 Concerts, the Joondalup
Eisteddfod, and many more. The Choir is an excellent
way to socialise and make friends, while enjoying the
experience of singing in a group, improving your
natural voice and trying out exciting songs.
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As the Sports Prefects of 2008, we have been privileged to observe the
incredible array of talent and enthusiasm displayed by MLC girls in the sporting
arena. Our school motto, Strivefor the Highest, has certainly been evident on the
field, oval and court, as well as at the stadium, on the river and in the pool.
The sporting year commenced in Term 1 with tennis, volleyball and swimming.
The interhouse swimming carnival was a highlight, with Olympia winning the
event. Our swimmers continued their early morning training sessions in the lead
up to the IGSSA competition, in which MLC placed sixth; a positive improvement
from 2007! Our tennis and volleyball players enjoyed the Term 1 competition,
and they performed well.
During Term 2, netball and hockey players trained, through occasionally
cold and rainy weather, to ensure they were in top condition for their weekly
matches. Tremendous teamwork and endurance, displayed by the girls, ensured
a successful season.
The Christ Church Grammar School and Methodist Ladies’ College netball
match, held in Term 3, proved to be a day of interschool rivalry and entertainment
that many will never forget. MLC dominated the match, achieving a score of
10-3. The teacher/student basketball match in Term 3 was a similar display of
friendly competition.
Throughout Terms 2 and 3, the rowers showed incredible team spirit and
commitment, with early morning training, pasta nights and weekly regattas.
The Head of the River was held in Term 3 and congratulations go to the First VIII
who placed third. Great effort girls!
The basketball players did well in the IGSSA competition, and the athletics
team braved early mornings, and late afternoons, at Perry Lakes Stadium, to ensure
they were in top form for the IGGSA athletics carnival in Term 3. The Tuesday
training sessions were complete with afternoon treats and cheers.
In Term 4, the Year 1 l’s took on leadership roles in the sporting arena with
style and zeal.
Congratulations to the Year 7 s and 8’s who competed for the first time in
the IGGSA competition. They shouldered the responsibility of representing
MLC with pride.

We would like to thank the House Prefects and
House Sport Captains who demonstrated extraordinary
organisational skills throughout a highly
successful year in Interhouse competitions.
Thanks also to the coaches and Physical Education staff who dedicated a lot
of time and effort to training teams and organising sporting events this year.
Well done to everyone involved, and thanks for making our roles as Sports
Prefects of 2008 enjoyable. We wish the best of luck for next year and we hope
to see sports at MLC continue to flourish in the future!
Em/ly McCollmm

and Jsmma
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The April school holidays was an exciting time for
the five members of the MLC equestrian team, who were
preparing for the Interschool Championships held later
in the month.
The competition consisted of three different
disciplines; dressage, showman and showjumping, with
MLC riders competing in all three. The team included
riders Hannah Miller, Amelia and Brittany Bro, Nina
Throsby and Courtney Pyle (Captain). All riders
performed well and were a credit to MLC.
Special thanks to team manager Urte Clifton for her
support and organisation, and our parents for making
the event possible.

CowTRNeY PYLe, Yeas. 11

Eqm^str/V/n Tcy/m
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1GSSA Cross Comntry
Congratulations to Cathy Clarke and Ella Trimboli
who placed second and fifth respectively in the IGSSA
Cross Country event. Both girls qualified for the national
championships held late in the year.

SSWA Cross Comntry
A group of 15 athletes from MLC participated with
distinction in the SSWA Primary School Cross Country
Champion Schools event. The girls competed against
the State's best runners over a variety of distances.
The Year 5 girls ran 1500m, Year 6 girls ran 2000m and
Year 7 girls covered 2500m. The girls ran extremely
well, entering the packed Perry Lakes stadium at the
concluding section of their race. With more than 250
athletes in each event, it was a wonderful experience
for our girls. Congratulations to Arwen Vernon for
finishing second in the Year 5 event - this was her
first experience of this type of race, and I'.m sure she
benefited greatly from the experience.
The Year 5 girls were the most successful, with
three of the girls finishing in the top 20.
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This year's IGSSA Athletics squad, led by Captain
Amy Yarham, was the strongest and largest in several
years. Active participation by the girls and several staff
ensured busy weekly training sessions.
Middle School teacher Marshall Varley managed the
throwing section and Mathematics teacher Suzi Graves
looked after the javelin throwers, while Physical and
Health Education teachers Kerris Moffat and Adele Boyce
played a key role. Thanks to Year 12 students, Tess
Kauffman and Georgina Monro, who coached the
distance runners.
The initiation of 'Tuesday Training and Treats' saw
a different year group supply treats at the conclusion
of Tuesday training. Other activities aimed at

•*:..'

consolidating team spirit included pancakes for
breakfast after Friday morning training sessions and an
Athletics team sleepover, with special guest, Australian
heptathlete Kylie Wheeler, who had just returned from
competing in the Beijing Olympics.
At the IGSSA event, the Year 7's won their division,
with outstanding performances by Tian Beckett,
Georgia Carey and Miriam Lipscombe. In Year 8,
Mathilda Lipscombe and Kate Duff excelled, while
Year 9 students Aqualla Milne and Natasha Steere also
performed well. Cathy Clarke (Year 10) and Seniors
Amy Yarham and Georgia Gray also did well.
As we move forward into a stronger athletics era,
we believe it is an honour to be a part of this special
Athletics team.
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The tennis squad this year embraced the MLC
spirit through alt matches and training sessions.
Under the guidance of our coaches, the players
improved their skills, game play and fitness, while
having fun and socialising.
The players put in an awesome effort every week
and celebrated a few great wins. Overall, MLC had
a great tennis season.
Thanks to Mrs Gairns and Mr Giles.

Love of thc Go vie
Senior Tennis

\0 %$

At the Senior Tennis trials, the girls' skill levels
showed a promising season ahead. Under the guidance
of coaches from Aspire, afternoon training sessions
prepared the girls for their weekly IGSSA matches, where
MLC tennis players exhibited sportsmanship, etiquette
and graciousness in victory and defeat.
The results for the '08 season were as follows:
Overall, MLC placed fourth, with the Senior A and B
teams coming fourth, and Senior C ending the season
in sixth place.
Thanks to Mr Giles who guaranteed everything was
under control and for cheering us on from the sidelines.
Finally, I'd like to say thanks to all of the girls who
participated in Senior Tennis - with the increased
workload at school, it was a big commitment to make!
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The Volleyball season started out on a high
with a large group of enthusiastic girls, some
continuing from previous years, and others just
learning. Training sessions were held on the oval
before school.
We had great success in the Senior C and
Junior D teams, with a third place ranking out of
the eight IGSSA schools. New to volleyball was the
inclusion of the Year 7 group. In previous years, it
was only the Year 8 cohort, however we were lucky
to have a couple of great young volleyballers join.
We had success in the B division of Year 7/8 with
equal second. In the Senior group, the girls played
tough competition against some State-level players.
Many thanks to the umpires, and coaches for spending
their time teaching us new skills.
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Emma HeNDY, CapTarN of Vollcyball
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MLC soccer players started the season with team
spirit, enthusiasm and hard work, which they carried
throughout the term. With each girl trying her best and
showing her individual skills, the teams worked
together each week and came off with winning smiles.
The highlight of this year's soccer season was our game
against PLC, as we had no substitutes. Sophie Luke
(Year 11) kicked three goals and we won, five goals nil.
Special thanks to our coach Kristen, who taught us the
moves and kicks of the sport, and to co-coach Cameron.
Thanks also to Head of Soccer, Mrs Hughes. To the girls;
congratulations on your hard work and team effort it was an enjoyable season.

Kcne ScHfgR, SocceR CapmiN.
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MLC's 2008 hockey season was a very Ihard
fought affair. Hockey has always been a large part
of Term 2 sport at MLC, and this year was no
different, with lots of new players getting involved.
Hockey was a great way for girls to meet new
friends and learn skills, as well as competing
against the other independent girls' schools.
Hockey comprised six teams: Senior A/B, Junior
A/B and Years 7/8 A/B. The results this year were
really pleasing, with the younger teams doing
exceptionally well. The Senior A's finished fifth,
Senior B's finished fourth, Junior A's ended the
season in third place, Junior B's finished fifth,
Year 7/8 A finished the season in fourth place
and Year 7/8 B came in strongly in third position.
Overall, MLC finished in fourth place.
Congratulations to all the players for their

W'~ z

efforts and commitment.
Thanks to the coaches who helped us play to
the best of our ability, and to Mrs Boyce, Miss Gara,
Ms Robertson and Mrs Quesnel, who put in a huge
effort making sure the players were all fit and ready

*

to compete.
For all the girls involved, it has been a pleasure
to play hockey for MLC in 2008.
Kitty Gmnzbiirg Hockey Cavxain 2008
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Barclay House fielded seven teams in this year's
Westside Wolves Minkey Competition: one Year 1
team, and two Year 2, 3 and 4 teams.
The girls' skill levels continued to improve. The
difference in fitness this year was obvious, due no
doubt to the daily schedule of running around the
oval. We have had some wins and some losses, and
the MLC teams were some of the few all-girl teams
in the competition.
The children have been enthusiastic, even
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training in the rain.
Many thanks to the parent volunteers, without
whom there would be no Minkey competition.
Hockey is a good sport and Minkey is a great
introduction to playing together as a team.
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IGSSA Swimming
The final event on our swimming calendar this year
was the IGSSA swim meet which was held at Beatty
Park following a number of interschool swim meets.
The swimming team consisted of about 100 girls from
Years 7 to 12 who trained up to five mornings a week
under the expert guidance of our new swimming coach,
Paul Birch. MLC placed sixth, which was a positive
improvement from last year.
The relays were a highlight and the cheers of the
MLC spectators reflected our enthusiasm. The winning
Collegians relay, which consisted of Melissa Benson,
Megan O'Leary, Tegan Hanson and Jemma Keeves,
produced the fastest relay time of the night!
Many thanks to Mr Birch and Mrs Hughes for their
organisation, support and commitment to the team,
and to coaches Laura Reid, Megan O'Leary, Jen Riley,
Sacha Brasnett and Jemma Keeves.
This year, it was MLC's turn to host the carnival,
and we must also thank Ms Newmarch and Ms Combes,
the Year 11 volunteer officials, and all of the staff and
students who worked tirelessly behind the scenes to
ensure the IGSSA carnival ran smoothly. Good luck to
the MLC Swim Team in 2009. We know you will continue
to strive for the highest!

ns h i

Jcmma Ford ond Kyra Honson, Swimming Copto/ns 2008
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In 2008, MLC rowing squad members grew as oarswomen and achieved outstanding results throughout the season,
with a brand new team of coaches and support staff. Head coach John Callie marked his first season as a brilliant role
model, coaching the first eight, and forging a successful partnership with the girls.
The Year 9's entered their first rowing season with excitement and enthusiasm. The end of the season saw all five of
the Year 9 crews bring home victory for MLC at the Head of the River! Our senior squad sacrificed sleep for twice-weekly
5.30am starts, and the other training sessions consisted of gruelling ergometer sessions and foreshore stair climbs.
MLC this year hosted the Head of the River. The atmosphere on the morning was one of excitement as the girls
prepared themselves for the final. The day progressed with fantastic results, with the MLC first eight finishing a close third
behind Saint Hilda's and Perth College.
A huge thank you goes to the parents for their taxi services over the duration of the season - the girls would not
have been able to participate without you. Our coaches were our driving force, support team and guidance over the
five months of training. Thanks to our new Head Coach, John Callie (Clancy), as well as MLC Coordinator of Sport, Sally
Newmarch (Salsal) and Rowing Coordinator Amanda Robertson (Bubbles). The Rowing Support Group has also been
{

Curricular & Co

a vital factor in the sport, raising thousands of dollars for new equipment.
Congratulations to the 2008 Oarswoman of the Year, Camilla O'Shea, of Year 10, for her fantastic achievements.
The Coaches Choice Award went to new rower, Eloise Pierce, Year 10, in recognition of her outstanding ability. Freshman
of the year went to Lis Marie Hunt, and Sophie Greer was awarded the Club Person of the Year for her consistently
positive attitude. Sasha Fitzpatrick, of the Year 9 A Quad, earned the Tracey Higgins Award.
Thanks to everyone involved in the 2008 rowing season for making our final year of the sport one to remember.
We are incredibly proud to have led such fine MLC ambassadors over the season. Good luck to all the girls who continue
with the sport in the coming years and best of luck for next year's Rowing squad!

Cm.oe Stcvsnson, Copkun ond MIlly Meav.es, Vice CavraiN of Boots
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MLC WeeKeND Nctball Club
This year, our dub has seen record number of teams
progress into the finaL series. 13 out of 20 teams
played in the first week of the finals, and seven teams
made it to the grand final. This is a major credit to
our club, players, supporters, coaches and umpires.
I extend a huge debt of gratitude to everyone who has
been involved throughout the year, and to Mrs Gayle
Watson-Galbraith who worked behind the scenes in
a range of roles.
Our grand final winners came from Year 8 Division 1
and Year 12 Under 17 Division 2. Congratulations to
these teams and MLC Navy, Orange, Pearls, Ruby's and
Emeralds, who made the grand final; it was a wonderful
achievement.

* Yean 11/12 Wtik/ll

Kme Ga/rns, NeTBOLL Coordi'nistor
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This year's IGSSA netball season kicked off with trials in the final weeks of Term 1. A new addition to the IGSSA
competition was the introduction of the Year 7/8 teams. All players came out hard in the first week, cooperating as
teams and listening to their coaches:
I would like to congratulate the girls for their great show of sportsmanship and fair-play. A huge thank you goes to
all of the coaches, many of whom took on multiple IGSSA teams. The MLC Physical Education staff deserve thanks too,
for sorting out the teams, being at every game, organising fill-ins, and always supporting us from the side lines.
I'd also like to show my appreciation for the players.
Kecsey SweeNey, NeTBOLL Carmrn

MLC Barclay Nctball
2008 proved to be a very successful season for our club. We were overwhelmed with the enthusiasm of the girls
ranging from Year 3 to Year 7. By the end of the season, all teams had scored goals!
For the first time, we entered two Year 3 teams into the Netta competition, which provides a great, grounding for
players to learn the skills of netball and the spirit of team sport. The girls had a wonderful season under the direction
of Collegian, Tibbie Galbraith. Year 5 proved to be our greatest triumph, with both teams winning their divisions.
In Year 6, the girls played under the direction of Miss Ditton and Ms Rose, who braved the weather every Saturday to
coach. Four Year 7 teams were entered. All the teams enjoyed the season and must be congratulated on their efforts to
assist other MLC teams when they needed extra players. The Division 1 team won their division. All the girls are to be
congratulated on their sportsmanship.
It is with a great deal of pride that we congratulate our Barclay netball community for their efforts throughout the
2008 season. Our club relies heavily on family support, and each weekend we revel in camaraderie both on, and off, the
court. As always, we would like to thank the coaches and umpires.
Kare Gairns, NeTBaLL Coord/notor
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The 2008 IGSSA Softball season started with tough
games against St Mary's, our traditional rivals for the
Overall Champion School trophy. After coming second
in 2007, and winning the trophy in 2006, we are
looking forward to a successful season, and hope
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* Year 7-8 Basketball Team

to win the trophy again in 2008.
This year, we have four Senior teams and six
Junior teams, two of which comprise Year 7's, who
are participating for the first time in the IGSSA
competition. All the girls put in a lot of hard work
at training and should be very proud of their team
and individual performances.
Thanks to Mrs Hughes, Mrs Boyce, Ms Combes,
Mrs Gairns, Mrs Quesnel, Ms Robertson and Mr Giles
for their coaching and wonderful support of all the

j

teams this season.
We look forward to all girls and staff being invoLved
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again next year!
Sully NewMURCH, Coordinator of Sport
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MLC again proved a formidable force in IGSSA
basketball, with the results reflecting the hard work and
commitment shown by all members of the team, and
the impressive efforts of our dedicated coaches.
Many of our teams recorded strong results, with
the Year 7/8 team finishing the season placed first.
The Senior A and Junior A teams also did a great job
finishing second, with several other teams ranking
well within their divisions.
Thanks to all the players for doing MLC proud on
the basketball court, a performance made possible
by the efforts of the coaches and teachers who gave
advice and support from the sidelines, especially
Ms Combes and Mr Birch. Keep up the good work
for MLC basketball next year.
O-ame Viesce, Yea's. 12
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* Sen/ar Basketball Team
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During winter, MLC girls had the opportunity to
forge new friendships with visiting netball and hockey
players from overseas. MLC students were previously
billeted with some of the visiting girls on sports tours
to the United Kingdom, and this year, MLC welcomed
them to Australia.
Hockey teams played Rishworth School, with the
seniors winning 4-2 and the juniors finishing in a draw.
Four of MLC's Saturday netball teams played matches
against Colchester County High School, from Essex,
and won all games convincingly.
MLC netball players also hosted players from
St John's College. The girls played two games of
netball, which were both won by MLC. The visiting
girls spent the weekend with MLC students and their
families. Phone numbers and email addresses were
exchanged by the new-found friends and the visit was
a worthwhile experience for all the girls.
Thanks to the students who participated in the
games, and to the girls and their families who hosted
the visitors. Thanks also to Mrs Gairns and Mrs Boyce
for their organisation, and to the coaches and umpires
who helped out on match days.
Hcalth Education
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Over Terms 2 and 3, Barclay students held a running
competition. Each class ran for ten minutes per day,
four days per week, on a set course marked on the oval.
Classes were grouped in their learning teams with
Kindergarten and Pre-Primary running together. Years 1
and 2, Years 3 and 4, and Years 5 and 6 grouped together.
Each student's laps were recorded, with all laps
culminating in a class tally. The results were displayed
and read out at assemblies, and the winning class
at the end of each term earned a trophy.
Congratulations to all students and staff on a
magnificent effort. Students from Kindergarten to
Year 6 completed an amazing 20,000km! Over the course
of the competition, fitness levels improved and the girls'
enthusiasm expanded to all corners of the College.
The trophy winners were:

'■
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Torm 2

K-PP
Year 1-2
Year 3-4
Year 5-6

KS
Yr 1
4K
5T

Total 376.36km
Total 942.19km
Total 1214.2km
Total 1481.2km

K-PP
Year 1-2
Year 3-4
Year 5-6

PP
Yr 2
3R
5T

Total 255.85km
Total 675 km
Total 778.02km
Total 987km

TeRM 3

Paul B;rch, Toachor of Physical and Health Education
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This year, the L0TE Department worked to maintain events and activities for the three languages offered at MLC.
French, German and Japanese. For the Year of Languages, multilingual signs were placed around the Senior School
to highlight that languages are a skill for everybody and everyday life. There were also activities for students to enjoy.
In 2008, students participated in the Alliance Frangaise and DAS examinations and the Assessment of Language
Competence Certificates test. MLC also hosted 20 Japanese students and two-staff members from Kobe College for
two weeks. Thanks to Mrs Ashby for her work in ensuring the program ran smoothly and successfully.
Language students were offered an opportunity to experience a cultural exchange in France and Germany
to enhance their language skills..
A number of giris volunteered for the first MLC L0TE Magazine Committee to produce the LOTEs of Languages
Magazine for our language students.
.Qmttr/m. Hecioor- LOTE
ReJVVON Im f/MJ C

’

In July, Year 11 students, Sophie Yin, Rachel Lawrance and Louise Abbott, spent a month in Reunion Island with
60 West Australian students and four teachers. Reunion Island is famous, for many things, from dodos, to chocolate and
Creole culture, and one of the world's most active volcanoes. I stayed with Flore, who I'd hosted the previous Orristmas
holidays. She showed me all around Reuinon. One of. my most memorable experiences was when I hiked with Flore, her
brother and their dogs, into the forest. On the way back, we Lost Flore but Luckily, after about an hour of searching,
we found her. While in Reunion, I tried new things, from bitter punch drinks to gateaux au. chocolat. And I improved
my French! I recommend this exchange - it was a once-in-a-lifetime experience during which I did things I'd never

{ cfurricfu|ar & cfo-cfurricfular

thought'of doing, as well as making friends from another country, and from throughout Australia.
I .ouise Abbott. Yecw \ 1

AM WHY

GeRMON excHaNGe
Over the 2007 Christmas holidays, Amelia Meares
and I spent six weeks in the town of Goettingen,
Germany, with our host families. A highlight of the
experience included the Weihnachtsmarkt, where you
could buy roasted sugar-coated almonds or metre-long
bratwurst sausages. The food was delicious. German
school begins at 7:50am and finishes at 2pm. After
school, we explored Goettingen or helped our host
sisters with their EngLish homework. My host family
and I took a short ski trip in the mountains
surrounding Goettingen. We experienced dinner in the
well-known Hofbrauhaus and much to our amusement,
we were served by staff wearing the traditional
lederhosen - short leather shorts with braces. With our
host families, we also visited Berlin. For many, this was
the highlight of the trip, where we saw the remaining
section of the Berlin Wall, Checkpoint Charlie, and
other historical sites.
Alysso We/NSTem, Yeap. 12

Japanese excacmGe
Over Term 2, Annie Rhym and Alina Tang
participated in a Long-term exchange to our sister
schooL, Kobe College. They attended school every day,
which benefited their language skills and cultural
understanding of Japan. In return, Junko Yamagaki,
from Kobe College, spent the whole of Semester 1
at MLC. She was hosted by MLC families and also
experienced life in the Boarding House. Junko enjoyed
the Year 12 activities she participated in, including the
Ball. MLC hosted a visit by 20 students and two
teachers from Kobe College. The visitors took part in
a diverse program which saw them visit the Pinnacles
and a farm experience, including sheep herding and
shearing. They also spent time at MLC attending ESL,
dance, art, sewing and cooking classes and they joined
Japanese classes in Barclay and the Senior School. The
host families and the Kobe College group enjoyed this
opportunity to share their cultures. Sincere thanks go
to the hosts, and to Gary Howlett for escorting the
groups to their various destinations.
Ann*? Ashby, TericHeR of iapatiese
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Three things an international boarder must have
with her before she can brave the hallowed halls of
MLC: an international callcard, to call home without
that sky high phone bill, a healthy stock of instant
noodles (on certain dinner days), and a friend who
garbles in the same language. At least, that's what
got me through boarding at MLC.
I'm fortunate to be part of such a large year group,
with an even larger international component.
On one side of the corridor, you see the lights off
at 11; shock, horror! On the other, they may never be
off! After a less than fortunate dinner, out come the
chopsticks and instant noodles on the one end, and
on the other, there's a race for the vegemite and bread.
Sometimes, the sights, sounds and smells of the
Boarding House feels like you've never left home,
with the Chinese pop songs, Korean dramas and
microwaveable dim sum. I'm glad to say that MLC
has truly been immersed in genuine internationalism.

We've taught the Aussies the saviour
that is instant noodles, and they've introduced sausages
on the barbeque.
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International girls watch Australian Idol and the
Aussies tear-jerk along to the Chinese soap operas. As
the years go on, the line between the Aussies and the
international girls fade, which is a beautiful thing. It's
wonderful to see the judgements fall and the groups just
join together as people. I'm so proud to be part of a year
group that has allowed that to happen, and I'm sure it's
happening through every stage of the Boarding House.
Here's to more Chinese New Year festivities with
bread and butter pudding!

I NicoLe Teow, Yeas. 12
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Jenna Ong's story, Billy's Wall:
Some things stayed precisely where they were: a smudge below the sill remained as plac'd and unmoving as myself - and
at the corner of my eye I could always just make out the smooth edge of a wooden clock. But more things changed than
didn't Furniture shifted and the seasons restlessly flaunted their patterned fabrics across the narrow strip offloor within
my sight... and the greatest change of all, was on Billy's magnificent wall.
As well as developing competencies in writing, speaking, listening and reading, students are taught the conventions
of visual language. The English Department conducted workshops for Year 11 English students, looking at the images
and words in picture books such as The Rabbits, by John Marsden and illustrated by Shaun Tan and The Red Tree, by
Shaun Tan. See the visual response, below right, by Hamidah Mohammed Arip.
Year 11 English students learn about TV News. Television sports presenter Basil Zempilas spoke to the girls about
how the selection of TV News is determined by the audience, making comparisons with commercial news, the ABC and
SBS. Basil presented mock stories for the girls to make selections from, as if they were in a news team.
English students also read poetry, novels, short stories, plays and a range of non-fiction texts. Year 12 Literature
students can be seen, below left, reading the poetry of T.S Eliot in a Literature class.

Mor/lyn Tsolokzs, HeaD

of

Englzsh
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The English Department encourages students to participate in creative writing competitions. Students, parents and
teachers experience enormous pride when MLC girls are recognised for their talents. Year 9 student, Naomi Stockley,
was this year a finalist in The West Australian Young Writers' Contest. We give the girls a range of writing experiences
and MLC has had enormous success with the Year 11 Literature Short Story Assignments. See below for an extract from
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RmDZNG Olympics
While the world thrilled to the 2008 Beijing Olympic Games, MLC students and staff celebrated our own Reading
Olympics, under the banner of One School One Dream; the dream of coming together as a reading community.
What a success! So much reading and sharing and recommending. So many gold Reading Olympics programmes,
stickers and book conversations and so much chocolate!
With 15 events such as triathlon (read three books), weightlifting (read a book with at least 400 pages) and boxing
(convince a friend to read a book you have read), we handed out over 2,125 chocolate medals. Special medals,
certificates and prizes were awarded to enthusiastic students who completed every event.
To keep up with the changing ways in which our students interact with their learning environments, the upper
WSRC has been undergoing a major rearrangement of spaces and resources this year. It has proved a great success
with students and staff alike.
Amanda Loss, TeacHOR LIbrar/an
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YeaR 8
The Home Economics program this year saw girls work collaboratively to plan, prepare and host morning teas
for invited guests, as well as make a skirt for themselves. The girls showed lots of enthusiasm for both projects,
and enjoyed using all of the specialist equipment.

Food

and

Nmtrztzon

Food and Nutrition provided practical work for Year 9 girls who prepared family meals, and looked at high performance
dietary requirements throughout the Olympics Games and food for others as a focus for gift giving. In Year 10, the theme
of Cafe Culture and Food for Communities allowed the girls to develop a repertoire of recipes to prepare entrees, main
courses and desserts for individuals with allergies or special dietary needs. Investigations of a range of staple foods
enabled the girls to experiment with grains and cereals they had never cooked or tasted before, and festive gingerbread
houses looked too good to eat! 2008 was very productive for Year 11 Food Production students who developed new
production skills including cutting techniques, cooking methods, labeling and packaging to prepare a range of meals
for a formal dinner, a take away meal and a cocktail party. Newly acquired barista skills were put to the test with the
girls regularly preparing take-away coffees and sweet treats. The culmination of the Food Production course for Year 11
and 12 students was a three course meal for their parents to enjoy. The students prepared all aspects of the evening, from
invitations to table decorations. An enjoyable night was had by everyone.

Fashzan
Year 9 students designed and constructed bedroom cushions using patchwork, applique and creative embellishment
techniques and a range of colourful recycled organza and satin fabrics donated by a local designer. Knit fabrics were
explored in Semester 2 and the girls made hoodies, track tops, skirts and shorts. In Year 10, recycled satin materials
were used to create fabric panels to be worn with black or white pants or skirts. Later in the year, the girls learnt basic
fashion illustration techniques and created storyboards for their unique party dresses. Several excursions throughout
the year added an industry focus to the design tasks explored by the Year 11 girls studying Fashion Design. Using
embellishment and fabric decorating techniques, the girls deconstructed and reshaped Kimonos into contemporary
garments, and created unique obi-style belts. The girls also designed a collection and selected their own dress design
for a special occasion. In Year 12, embellishments, fabric manipulation and fabric decoration techniques were explored,
including dyeing, printing and creative machine embroidery, to create unique and innovative garments suitable for the
APEX Teenage Fashion Awards.

Early Childhood Studios
Through play, language and child development, Year 11 and 12 girls developed unique playgrounds, games and
books to share with children, and hosted a picnic morning for the Pre Primary children.
Suson MiLLeR,

Herra of Uoue Economics
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Outdoor Education at MLC uses the natural environment to help students develop as individuals, work together
as groups and develop empathy, respect and understanding of the natural environment.
2008 has seen Outdoor Education continue to develop in the Middle School with a changed and extended program
in Year 9 and a new program for the Year / girls.
With a move from March to August for the Year 7 program, weather for ducks and frogs was expected, however it
stayed fine as the students learnt about light-weight camping, orienteering and a heightened awareness and respect for
naturaL environment.
sequenced Outdoor Education in the Junior School, with new programs for Years
This year has also seen the start of seqi
infested lagoon (the pool), problem solving the alphabet balance
3 and 4. Helping your classmates across a crocodile
c
some of the challenges during the programs.
beam and spending a night in a tent were just
j
Gory Howlctt, TeacHER of Outdoor Edmcotzon
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Th<? Cnecnive Arts /ndhstry
The INSTEP program has given me a fantastic
opportunity to discover my talents in the workplace
and through this exposure, I have worked successfully
towards achieving goals.
At the beginning of Year 11, I commenced my first
INSTEP placement with a freelance graphic designer.
This placement was the best learning opportunity
I have experienced. I learnt the skills needed in the
industry, and got the opportunity to have my own
clients and successfully produce bookmarks, wedding
invitations and educational leaflets. I was able to show
competence in meeting deadlines under pressure and
I demonstrated initiative in fulfilling the client's brief.
At the beginning of Year 12, I decided to participate
in the INSTEP Plus program and take part in the art
course at Kidogo Institute in Fremantle. This course
enabled me to achieve a Certificate III in Design
Fundamentals.
During Semester 2 of Year 12,1 got a placement
with Viva Photography studio; this was a fantastic
opportunity to really discover the career that I am
interested in. I now know, through this placement,
that I have a true passion for photography, and I look
forward to pursuing a career in this industry.
The INSTEP program has given me the opportunity
to realise my ability in the creative arts industry and
work towards something that I am passionate about.
To all the Year 10's who are deciding what to do next
year, the INSTEP program is definitely something to
take into consideration.

MS®
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VflRieD PLC7CeM£NTS
I participated in the INSTEP program in Year 11
and 12, as I wanted to experience different work
places. In Year 11, my first placement was at St John
of God Hospital which was a great experience. The staff
were welcoming and I always had something to do.
I completed tasks such as caring for the babies,
answering the telephone, leaving messages and
delivering flowers to the patients.
In Year 12, Semester 1,1 was pLaced at Christ
Church Grammar Prep School, which I really enjoyed.
I learnt skills such as listening and organisation,
and I gained confidence. I played games with the
children, helped them complete their set tasks,
cleaned up the classroom and photocopied documents
for my supervisor.
In Semester 2,1 decided on a nursing placement
in an aged care ward at Bethesda Hospital. It was
a great experience. I fulfilled tasks such as talking with
the patients, helping the nurses and answering the
telephone. I found it very interesting observing what
the nurses did on a daily basis, and I asked many
questions regarding their job.
INSTEP is a great experience, and you learn many
new skills through your work placements.
Shelby Pittman, Yeas. 12
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What a busy and fast-paced year we have
had upstairs in the Boarding House. The start of Term 1
saw 28 new boarders join our family; including two Year 7's.
{

e|air]£ njey, head of 6oarcfir\tf}

The traditional Closed Weekend in Term 1 allowed us to showcase some exceptional
swimming skills and a multitude of hidden talents at the New Girls’ Concert. From that
point on, the year has simply flown by. Formal dinners, Vespers with Reverend Wright,
movie nights, ten pin bowling, sailing, shopping, socials, bike-riding, kayaking - the
list of activities the girls experienced this year seems to be endless. Add to this, of
course, some serious prep time and study commitments, and one can see why boarding
at MLC is so life consuming!
At the end of the year, we farewelled Emma Riebe, Sarah McCulloch and Caitlin
Knapp, three of our wonderful Boarding Assistants who have completed their
university studies; we wish them all the best for their futures. We also said goodbye
to tutor Natasha Breen who left us to complete her nursing studies. Natasha’s sister,
Stephanie, also departed, having successfully completed her medical degree.
We welcomed to the boarding community Lorraine Olney and Maxine Hodgkiss
who will take up positions as Boarding Assistants in 2009, and Vicka Pouydal who
joined us as a tutor.
To all our departing staff, and wonderful Year 12’s; goodbye and good luck,
we will miss you!

'tjt
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Boarding Prefect
At the end of the year, the Year 12 boarders will all take memories that will
be treasured forever. In Year 8, we started with nine girls, and in Year 10, this
number expanded to 35. Three years on, we are graduating as the biggest ever
contingent of girls to move through the Boarding House.
Year 12 has been the most amazing year in the Boarding House. Not just
because of our new luxury wing with million dollar views, a treadmill and a dish
washer, but because of the fun times we've experienced together. I can't believe
that after five years of living and breathing together, of sharing rooms,
bathrooms, meals, TV remotes and wardrobes, that it's all coming to a close.
My experience wouldn't have been the same without Mrs Riley and all the
House mothers who have cared for us. I'm also thankful for all the girls in
Year 12 -1 have been incredibly privileged to have led them this year.
Kme O'HflRe, Boarding House Profoct

My first year
This has beerr'n first year boarding at MLC and it has been an experience that I will treasure forever. At the start
of the year, those iof us new to boarding felt fear and apprehension, but we shouldn't have worried because boarding
was,full of hilarious
hilariou moments, great times and fun activities. There is always someone to help and encourage us. The
girls have been great role models throughout the year - they are always willing to help us with homework,
friends of problems. The best thing about boarding is the close friendships we have made.
Thanks to all the wonderful House mothers, and of course, Mrs Riley. MLC has become a home away from home
fpr us, and we wouldn't be the same without it.
:Hyl<3 LeHMANN, Yea« 8

/1 A day in the life of a boarder
We are greeted in the morning by one of our House mothers, telling us it's time to rise and shine! At 8:25am, when
the bell goes, we hurry down the stairs to school and after a long day at school, we complete the trek up the stairs,
hoping for our favourite afternoon tea.
I remember sitting on the Great Court on a sunny afternoon, signing up for amazing weekend activities, having the
swimming pool to ourselves on long, summer afternoons and waking up in the middle of the night wondering if it's
another drill or a real fire. All of this, and more, make up the boarding experience at MLC!
rcie G?rk£r, Yean 10

, bout bo ,rding
\/

Socials
ne of the exciting events where we get to glam up and meet people from around the world. We also get
free wake-up calls every morning, a buffet for every meal (except for lunch during weekdays), heated floors, a million
view, transport services, laundry and cleaning services, high security, health professionals onsite, and a reception
desk for any enquiries! The MLC Boarding House is pretty much a hotel with friends in the other rooms, instead of
tourists, and we're cared for by Mrs Riley and wonderful House mothers.

Cntoe Cnua, Yea* 11
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New staff 2008
Katherine Allen

Short Torm/

CONTRACT STAFF

Pam Hughes
Teacher of Education Support

Library Technician

John Callie

Peggy Hutchinson

Joscelyn Bartlett

Teacher of Information and
Communication Technology

Rowing Coordinator

Teacher of Barclay House

Kareena Davis

Michael Kar

Robert Ong

Director of Human Resources

Teacher of Science

Teacher of Christian
Education

Jane O'Sullivan

Pip Dafforn-Smith

Teacher of Barclay House

Teacher of Barclay House

Administration Assistant/
Receptionist

Sarah Benney
Uniform Shop Manager

Paul Birch
Teacher of Physical Education

Deborah Bourke
Teacher Librarian

Heather Bromell
Teacher of Creative Arts

Nicole Brown
Teachers Assistant/Aide
}

Teacher of Science

Sharleen Olsen

Administration Assistant

800Z ffoK

Maighread Ni Dheasuna

Amelia Burnett
Teacher of Barclay House

Rochelle Crowhurst
Teacher of English

Nicole Davey
Library Technician

Leonie Debnam
Archives Assistant

Sarah Delena
Teacher of English

Jimi Doumas
Art Technician

Vanessa Fletcher
Teacher of Creative Arts

Kerri n Girando
Registrar

Linda Gore
Teachers Assistant/Aide

Catherine Hamelin
Accounts Officer

Emma Hendry
Administration Assistant

Julie Hosken
Receptionist

Louise Kennedy

Jan Mapley

Maria Outtrim

Genevieve Northey

Allan McRae

Head of LOTE

Deputy Principal's Assistant

Facilities Manager

Barry Park

Jocelyn Stopforth

Paul McSweeney

Teacher of English

Teachers Assistant

Director of Corporate Services

Sarah Clarke

Christopher Wisnieskwi

Adele Millard

Admissions Registrar

Teacher of Middle School

Finance Officer

Jennifer Potier

Karen Zilko

Sandra Papenfus

Teacher of Mathematics

Teacher of Creative Arts

Library Technician

Dopart/ng staff

Facilties Coordinator

Jennifer Barraclough

Yvette Pearse

Natalie Powell
Teacher of Religious
Education

Josie Richardson
Curriculum Assistant

Amanda Robertson

Shop Assistant

Jessica Bosman

Peter Payne

Teacher of Middle School

Samantha Pinkerton

Library Technician

Teacher of Mathematics

Peter Byrne

Amanda Reitano

Teacher of Physical and
Health Education

Acting Head of Middle School

Administration Assistant

Nicola Rose

Eleanor Chan

Derrick Row

Learning Support Teacher

Housekeeping

James Smith

Donna Cianciosi

Teacher of Society and
Environment

Facilities Manager

Teacher of Music

Kim Ryke

Karen Smith

Urte Clifton

Administration Assistant

Payroll Officer

Teacher of LOTE

Lynne Sampson

Jo-Anne Starkie

Susan Cole

Learning Support Teacher

Barclay Teachers Assistant

Teacher of Information
Technology

Lorica Storey

Kasey Davis

Zoe Scott

Director of Corporate Services

Curriculum Assistant

Admissions Assistant

Margot Teusner

Kathryn Dobrowolski

Julissa Shrewsbury

Teacher of Barclay House

Teacher of Society and
Environment

Lilian Start

Stephanie Fernandes

Teacher of Barclay House

Karen Wareing
Teachers Assistant/Aide

Shannon Weir
Administration Assistant

Teacher of Barclay House

Learning Support Teacher

Marilyn Tsolakis

Ian Ford

Head of English

Teacher of Barclay House

Teacher of Chemistry

Yvette Vittorio

Seanne Kinsey

Barbara Goodridge

Teacher of Theatre Arts

Uniform Shop Manager

Admissions and Alumni
Administrator

Alison Lydon

Suzi Graves

Janelle Wotherspoon

Music Assistant

Teacher of Mathematics

Registrar

Catherine McRae

Aaron Griffiths

Teacher of Music

Finance Officer

Sarah Moyo

Mike Higgins

Administration Assistant

Rowing Coordinator
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Kmut'R/W Allon

JONNt'FOR ANGOL

A/nsloy Bgk/tch

Anno Ashby

Erin Bornos

R/CHORD BORTUTT

1 •

’>

*

Boyce

Pool Birch

Robyn Blockbhrn

Jo Blo/r

JcNNY BORRJLL

Adolo

Roslyn Broh/m

Hoothor Bromoll

Lucy Brookos-Konworthy

M/chool Brown

Nicola Brown

Avor/l Bronocc/

Peter Byrne

Murguret Colder

JflNCT CttRYSTOL

Urte Cufton

Angelo Dolton

Nicola Dovey

800Z ffotf

}

Kothor/no Bgyly

Y

Jenny Bhchonun

1a

Borky Burgess

Ameiia Burnett

Churlene Bmrn/e

HTi
Mor/o Co.MILU’R/

Sully Chaney

Morgorot Chappie

EmMcW«<?LU?

Chonmont-Chmo
f%t^t-JV:..:

Munby Combes

Rochelle Crowhhrst

Carol Oust

Ph/luppo Dofforn-Sm/th

1L

Anor^/o Deo

L/z D<?n?c

Dobb/V .Dickson
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JoNNY DlLK<?S

Tessa D/tton

mm

sag

Kathryn Dabrawalsk/

Jim/ Daamas

K<?ryn Edmondsan

Samantha England

Margaret Evans

Vanessa Flatcb^r

Dov/d Ford

Raymond Fobmu

Tokyo Fr«nz

Kot£ Goirns

Bobby Gallo

LaimeGcma

J/li. G/bsan

Marina Gaff

Linda Gar*1

Siizi Graves

Pamela Grubb

Jan/cii Ga/liayu-

Linda Hackctt

Swsan Hau>$

Kat<? Hall

SacQuie Hardwicks

Saline Heao

Emma Hendry

'*S

Kar£N Hau?

Srevunsie Hanker

Carly Inws

Dr Dennis Ireland

ary

Hawlztt

Nctl iahtes

ar<-

Lynw Hugh

Pam Hi/GHt's

Shawn Jam^s

Mary-Jaw Jaws

Rath Jaws

r#
M/CHAYfL KAR

M/cHt’LU' Kathr/arachchi

Angela Kcyim

{.Mime Ke
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Kittse

SoDee Lamb<

mr ^
Swphcn Let

Suzy Lansei

pflvm Lockctt

Emma Upscombc

Mol/ssa Mason

Amanda Loss

Chcryl Lhndy

JemiveK McGzll/vray

Andrea McGark

■ : /&
K/mborly McKcrras

Cothor/nc' McRao

Pa»l McSvwywy

j gjxi-fj-'

Swsan Miller

Jf/iioNO MiTRgvsK*

Kt'RR/s Moffot

B/nh Nc;ay<?n

Maighr<?ad N/ Dhoasmna

Genevieve Northcy

■$>

2008
Moss

Sarah Moyo

Gabb/ Mh/r

■ (jSjS.

J|, f~4>

Sharlocn Olsc'n

Robert Ong

Janc O'Saluvan

Mar/a Omttrim

HBj

Bmpn

Yvonne Palmar

Kcne Padman

Kore Oz/ch

Barry Park

Pamela

Penit

Samantha P/nk^rton

Ka re Porter

Jon/fcr Pot«tr

iSSS
p

Sara h-Loa/sc Powlton-Raas

Ncnaue Powell

¥

Denise Quesnei.

Josie Richardson
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Etaine R/uty

Amanda Robertson

\
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F mi
BeNMMiN Room

Lama Ros?

Shannon Rose

Luisa Rossi

Dcrrick Row

M/cHeuRnorhu

v r

K/m RyKC

Sue Scott

Tonyo Shodbolt

Mark Shqp/ro

Sue Show

^ 7

Ros S/lbcrsti/n

-3R\;

Sh?ll<?y Smith

Br/on Taylor

Jrnny Timms

Denise Spincir

Jocelyn Stopporth

FciJcia Sol/styo

Wcndy Swe<rr

Sylvia 1)01

Morilyn Tsolokis

Toro 'Bichooi

Tommy Tyl^r

Tonyo Wokomon

Yverrc Vrnosio

Noraue Wolkcr

7

ffo'-lg

1

Kor^n Smith

___

r'■
Jon Urb/ni

M/CHfLe Von d<?r Post

Morsholl Vorlcy

^

~

LaiiRca W?bb

Denise WecKes

Moodo We(ss-H7LMa

Androo Whit«i<>od

Brucc Wilkins

■»]

Euzobcth Williams

Abscnt: Adrian Arnold, Jenny Barraclough, Marlee Batterham, Deborah Bourke,

*

Jon W/ll/omson

Anno Wright

Darren Bowers, Sally Briggs, Mark Brunt, John Callie, Murray Carter, Catherine Champalle,
Sara Clarke, Sarah Delena, Rosa Demirovic, Jenny Doherty, Rebecca Fiorentino, Ian Ford,
Kerrin Gerardo, Jeffrey Giles, Barbara Goodridge, Robyn Hill, Dee Haughton, Angie Jee,
Ashlyn Kob, Lucy Lee, Dell Lussick, Maria Mejia de Molina, Phillipa Meredith, Adele
Millard, Sally Newmarch, Yvette Pearce, Nicola Rose, Cathy Ryan, Romaine Saunders,
Zoe Scott, Julissa Shrewsbury, Ros Silberstein, Jo-Anne Starkie, Margot Teusner,
Dionne Tindale, Karen Warning, Shannon Weir, Chris Wisniewski, Janelle Wotherspoon
and Akiko Yorimitsu.

Rocnei. Z/mmcrmonn
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G/rls m Yeans 7

to

12 Smbm/ttod

fomoms quotcs by teaching staff throughout tho y<?ar.

“You don’t actually have to do task four, but if you don’t, you’ll fail.” - Miss Dee
“It will match my handbag.” - Mr Hokmci

Student: "Look how hot he is!"
Mrs Hughes: "I'm not looking at the eye
candy -1 want the information ."
“I have these mushrooms growing on my back ... (extended pause) step” Miss Guru
“Girls, have you been drinking?” - Mr Row
“Its a lot easier to lie to you for three years than confuse you.” - Ms MrreevsK!
“It just wouldn’t be biology without someone going to the nurse, someone
munching on something and someone running off to the toilet.” - Mrs Lydon
Discussing anaerobic respiration - “You don’t see Kieran Perkins hopping out
i

cfuoteg

of the pool drunk with carbon dioxide popping out of him.” - Mrs Lydon
Miss Dee: “Ok, so we all know there’s 160 degrees in a circle yes?”
Student: “Actually, there’s 360.”
Miss Dee: “Ahh, yes... I was just testing to see if you were awake.”

1

“Politics is sexy!” - Mr Row

“This pen, as exciting as it was when I started writing with it, is actually
a bit painful.” - Mrs Grows
“Girls, I can only take you to the waterhole; you have to take the first sip. - Mr Row
“The bunsen burners are in the cupboard cunningly labelled
‘bunsen burners’.” - Mrs Podmon
“You can make lemon pudding, lemon meringue pie (goes on to describe
numerous other desserts containing lemons); yes, I like lemons!” - Mrs Smith
“Give me patience...or a brick!” - Mrs Lydon
“Not just a pretty face.” - Mr For mo
“I meant to say cell’ then I got distracted and ‘tomato’ came out.” - Miss Gam

"Bless you., cubed." Dr Ireland when student sneezed three times.
[Handing out notes]: “Does anybody understand what I have just given you?
[Silence] Good, I will explain it. That’s what I’m paid for.” - Miss Kothrmrochch/
“ Girls, you either fly or you soar!” - Mr Row
“I know so much, but I really know nothing.....you follow?” - Mr Row
"It’s not how you act but what you do with those actions.” - Mr Byrnc
“I guess it’s just one of those days.” - Dr KeoM (every day)
“Feel free to disagree, but I’m right.” - Miss Olson
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